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ABSTRACT 

CS IM: AN EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION 
OF A DIS CRETE-EVENT SIMULATOR 

by 

RICHARD GLEfN COVIN3TON 

Ve discuss the design and efficient implementation of the Rice C Simu¬ 

lation Package (CSIM), a software tool, written in C, and designed to 

work compatibly with the standard C compiler. The tool provides sup¬ 

port for discrete-event or process-interaction simulation, especially 

for digital logic and queuing theoretic models. Ve first discuss the 

existing modeling formalism necessary to abstract a discrete-event 

model from a real system. Ve then introduce a set of primitives which 

are sufficient for preparing an algorithmic specification of the 

abstract model. Finally, we report on the successful realization of 

the primitives, discussing or clarifying existing modeling methodology 

and establishing new methodolgy when necessary. Ve also describe the 

implementation of a recently proposed efficient event list algorithm 

(the TL algorithm), and present a study of its complexity. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1. Motivation for Using and Studying Modeling Tools 

The motivation behind the usage of all model development software 

is that if the modeler is to make the best use of his time, he must 

have a set of flexible tools which he can creatively reconfigure into 

new models each time a new modeling task comes along. Nowadays, it is 

unthinkable that each new modeling task should generate a new 

special-purpose program, written from scratch, in a style that 

obscures or ignores its essential similarity to other modeling pro¬ 

grams. Modeling tools bring the power of abstraction to bear on the 

modeling endeavor and bridge the conceptual gap between the conven¬ 

tional high-level programming language world and the even higher-level 

model construction world. They liberate the modeler from most of the 

worries over specifics of implementation and allow him to think of his 

model in terms of high-level constructs. These constructs help the 

modeler to generalize model features from one model to the next, and 

each new modeling task reinforces his intuitive feel for how to nse 

the tools most effectively. From such intuition, widely accepted and 

well established methodology eventually appears, which enhances both 

the academic respectability of the performance evaluation discipline 

and the rate of discovery of fundamental results. 

Vhile enhancing the model conceptualization aspects of the model¬ 

ing task, the use of modeling tools gives rise at the same time to 

other more practical benefits. Once a model has been defined, its 

1 
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performance must be investi gated. In the cases we find interesting* 

this calls for computer simulation. The simulation endeavor is 

characterized by repeated cycles of a time-consuming cpu-intensive 

model execution phase* followed by a model fine-tuning and adjustment 

phase. These cycles typically produce a set of model variants for 

comparative evaluation. Since many variants must be produced and com¬ 

pared, the endeavor is rather sensitive to the time required for model 

development and adjustment. The availability of modeling tools 

designed with attention to usability and perfoinability helps insure 

that model development time is kept to a minimum. 

For the particular case of CSIM, one might reasonably ask what is 

the motivation for introducing yet another software simulator when so 

many commercially available ones which do the same thing already 

exist. A general philosophical objection to the existing packages is 

the inappropriate ne ss of the perspective that they attribute to their 

target audiences, namely* that the modeling tools as discussed above 

are merely a means to an end. Clearly we appreciate this perspective, 

since these ends constitute a significant area of interest in the 

field of perfoxmance evaluation. Vithin the methodology subfield, 

however, the tools become significant as ends in themselves. This 

philosophical difference of opinion manifests itself as a problem in a 

number of ways. 

First, from the point of view of the implementor of new applica¬ 

tions software, the existing packages, as merely means to an end, are 

too inflexible or inefficient for building new applications. The 
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existing tools are designed to be used in a certain narrow way. Typi¬ 

cally the user is expected to take the set of modeling primitives pro¬ 

vided* construct a model* then run it on a number of different sets of 

input parameter values. We shall call such an application first- 

order. The user who looks at the tools as ends in themselves typi¬ 

cally puts the tools to a different use. He builds new second-order 

applications programs using the modeling tools as building blocks. 

Since the existing packages are designed with a first-order use in 

mind* there is the perception that such primitives would be too 

unwieldly or would introduce an unacceptable amount of overhead for 

second-order applications. In contrast* one of the principal explicit 

CSIM design objectives has been to provide a tool with primitives 

whose level of abstraction strikes a careful balance between the needs 

of both first and second-order applications. For instance* CSIM could 

provide primitives from which second-order applications such as a 

digital logic simulation package or a queuing-theoretic simulation 

package could be built. These second-order constructs would then play 

the role of application software* analogous to the existing packages. 

It is hoped that since the second-order applications would be built 

out of relatively efficient primitives* the user of the finished pro¬ 

duct would not realize any unreasonable perfomance penalty from the 

extra layer of software. At the same time* the same set of carefully 

written primitives could be used for the first-order applications* in 

an analogous way to the features of the existing packages. 
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At least some of the existing tools are also perceived to be 

inflexible even for first-order applications. This happens if a pack¬ 

age offers only a restricted set of special-pnrpose simulation 

features. We have implemented CSIM as an extension to a popular 

existing language, rather than as a new standalone language. In this 

way* CSIM leaves most of the standard C language at the modeler's 

disposal* while augmenting it with the required high-level modeling 

primitives. 

A second* more serious problem is that almost all programming in 

our local research environment uses the C language and the Berkeley 

UNIX operating system* while most available packages are extensions to 

either FORTRAN (GASP) or some ALGOL-like languages (SIMULA* JODULA-2). 

For departmental research, the local user group favors C and UNIX run¬ 

ning on super-minicomputers over FORTRAN and Ml/S running on main¬ 

frames. And while the ALGCL-like packages provide more structured- 

programming features than FORTRAN, they are perceived to be less 

available and relatively inefficient for use in a UNIX environment. 

Of course* probably no compiler can compete with C for efficient code 

generation in a UNIX environment on a DEC machine. The widespread 

popularity of the C/UNIX/VAX-11 research computing environment in par¬ 

ticular has established it as a virtual standard in university set¬ 

tings in recent years* so it is very timely that a simulation modeling 

tool be developed to exploit this popularity. 
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1.2. Research. Contribution of GSIK 

Given that GSIM is essentially a software implementation project 

and an exercise in modeling methodology* one might reasonbly ask what 

exactly is its research contribution. First* performance analysis 

methodology* particularly the subfield dealing with discrete-event 

simulation* is still a relatively young academic field. In the area 

of formal theory* little has been established, and most standard 

operating procedure is based on heuristics. Simulation paradigms vary 

widely from one package to the next and little common ground can be 

readily extracted. In the area of practical implementations* little 

has been written on what design decisions go into software simulator 

construction. 

Our contribution to simulation formalism is to introduce yet 

another simulation paradigm to compete with the other existing ones. 

We feel this is justifiable since none of them has yet established 

itself as a definitive standard. Our paradigpt introduces a small set 

of powerful constructs, inspired in part by those of the SOL language 

([KNU1], [KNU2])* which much experience has identified as the basis 

for solutions to a large family of modeling problems. These con¬ 

structs — the process, the state variable, the condition, the sema¬ 

phore, and the statistic collection record — will each be discussed 

in chapter 2. 

Our contribution to implementation technique is CSIM's collection 

of design decisions. We shall discuss these decisions at a relatively 
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high, level and will explain the division of labor of varions simulator 

tasks among the different parts of the package and how they work 

together. We hope that onr treatment vill help establish an abstract 

framework for construction of future software simulators. In this way 

our work may be useful for future investigations of the relative and 

comparative merits of design decisions that enter into construction of 

generic simulation tools. Such an investigation would be difficult 

starting with proprietary software» and although it is beyond the 

scope of this thesis» it is now nevertheless clearly feasible. 

The second» and more significant* CSIM research contribution is 

related to its support of new research projects. Several department- 

sponsored projects have demonstrated CSIM's research merit by using it 

as their starting point» or at least as a contributor at some level to 

their software support. (1) CSIM has been used for two semesters as 

part of the software support for an undergraduate course on perfor¬ 

mance analysis. (2) It has served as the basis of a digital logic 

simulation package which is capable of timing analysis» a capability 

offered only by relatively sophisticated existing packages. This 

package has been used as a design verification tool in the prototype 

construction of the Sice Array Processor {RAP) [JUH1]. (3) It has 

been used for low-level software support of GIST ( [DOSI], [D0S2] » 

[MAD])» an interface for the graphical specification of extended queu¬ 

ing network models. (4) It has been used as part of the software sup¬ 

port for several departmental H. S. theses ([WAL]» [HAS]» [DOS2] » 

[MU)]). (3) Finally» it is serving as the basis of an investigation 
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which will fixst look at statistics on the pexfoxmance of the software 

simulator and will then make a recommendation on which of its features 

would most benefit from hardware support [JUM2]. The investigation 

will also speculate on how best to extract and make explicit any 

parallelism inherent in a model specification. Given such a range of 

successful CSIM applications, we feel that even though the implementa¬ 

tion of a software package would not be considered a research contri¬ 

bution in a narrow, traditional sense of the term, the project has 

nevertheless demonstrated a convincing capacity for supporting and 

furthering research activity. 

1.3. Technical Description of the CSIM Package 

CSIM is a C-language-based software tool for facilitating the 

design. implementation, execution, verification, and performance 

evaluation of a large class of system models* with emphasis on 

queueing-the ore tic and digital logic models. In spirit. CSIM is 

designed for discrete—event simulations* although in Fishman's termi¬ 

nology [FIS], it is more accurately described as a continuous-time, 

discrete-event, process-interaction simulator generator. Currently 

available versions of CSIM run under Berkeley UNIX 4.2 on both the EEC 

VAX-11 and the Sun Workstation. 

In [LAV, p.333], Markowitz classifies simulation languages into 

three groups: (1) traditional general-purpose programming languages 

such as FORTRAN and C, which have no special simulation features; (2) 

packages such as GASP, which axe essentially languages from the first 
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group augmented by a set of special simulation featuresj (3) new 

general-purpose programming languages designed expressly for simula¬ 

tion* with, built-in special simulation features. CSIM belongs to the 

second group* since it provides a set of features designed to work 

compatibly with standard features of the C language. The CSIM 

features are themselves implemented in C» with the exception of a 

dozen or so lines of assembly language* which perfosu some low-level 

machine-dependent activities. 

In a broad sense* CSIM makes available several things to the sys¬ 

tem modeler: (1) a set of predefined C datatypes for the constructs 

mentioned above* (2) C procedures that manipulate the user-declared 

instances of these constructs, and (3) other procedures that provide 

support services such as creation of the simulation environment, exe¬ 

cution of the specified model within that environment* generation of 

dynamic traces for model verification* and collection and reporting of 

performance indices. The user creates a model specification entirely 

in C. The code for this specification makes reference to CSIM in 

essentially two ways* (1) by declaring instances of the predefined 
* 

datatypes* and (2) by calling the various packaged CSIM procedures for 

manipulating these declared structures. The only difference that a 

user perceives between C programming and CSIM programming is in the 

flow of execution control. All simulations must enforce a special 

logical flow of control among the model-specific code supplied by the 

user and the CSIM code responsible for logically simulating the time 

evolution of the model. This special control- flow is characterized in 
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da tail in chapter 3. 

CSIM uses recently proposed algorithms for some of the internal 

mechanisms which traditionally have been a source of much inefficiency 

in the implementation of discrete-event simulators. The event list is 

implemented according to the two-level (TL) scheme proposed by Franta 

and Maly [FRA2]. Efficient condition evaluation is arranged by a 

preprocessor which constructs parameterless evaluating subprocedures 

for each condition. The preprocessor itself is created with the lex 

and yacc UNIX utilities. 

CSIM is a reasonably-sized package* comprising about (000 lines 

of documented C source code* which compile into about 50 kbytes of 

object code on the VAX-11. The preprocessor and miscellaneous 

software comprise an additional 2000 lines of lex and yacc specifica¬ 

tion code and other C source code for miscellaneous setup activities. 

1.4. Characterization of Modeling and Simulation 

Modeling* simulation, and perfoxmance analysis constitute a set 

of intimately related techniques used to predict the behavior of 

abstracted systems. Zeigler draws the following distinctions between 

the components of the prediction process. 

Basically, modelling and simulation involves three types of 
entities — real system, model and simulator. These entities 
cannot be properly understood in isolation but must be seen in 
their interrelation to one another. ... There are two funda¬ 
mental kinds of relationships: modelling deals with the rela¬ 
tionships between real systems and models and simulation 
refers to the relationships between models and computers. 
[ZEI, p.79] 
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A simulation tool is of coarse designed primarily to implement tie 

simulation relationship* bnt it establishes the abstract framework of 

the modeling relationship as veil. This relationship is diagrammed in 

figure 1.1. 

From the universe of all models, a characteristic subset can be 

identified vhose elements are appropriate to discrete-event simula¬ 

tion. Any model that can be characterized by a vector-valued function 

which changes at stochastically specifiable points in time is a good 

candidate for discrete-event simulation. We shall describe the ideal 

dis Crete-event model, following the texminology of Mitrani [HU] and 

Fi shman [FIS ] . 

We can break up the specification of such a model into static and 

dynamic components. We specify the static component by studying the 

real system and dividing it into logical entities, or black boxes. 

This is similar to Franta' s scenario approach to system modeling 

[FSA1]. This division is not unique and reflects the level of detail 

at which the system is to be modeled. When we mark off an entity we 

are indicating that we wish to ignore the finer details of the 

activity of its contents and focus only on the interaction between 

entities. In our model, we can in effect reduce our knowledge of the 

entity's internal activity down to a set of parameters that completely 

characterize its state at a given instant. These characterizing 

parameters are called the entity's attributes or state variables. The 

collection of all attributes of all entities then forms a vector 

called the system state, which completely characterizes the model's 



Figure 1.1. 
The modeling hierarchy 
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static component. 

The dynamic component specifies how the model's state changes. t 

making a projection of how the model evolves in time from its current 

state to some future state. A discrete-event simulation models the 

passage of real time with simulated time, a variable that takes on a 

monotonically increasing series of values and acts as a relative 

reference point for the correct, logical, and dynamic sequencing of 

model activity. Changes to the system state occur at discrete points 

in simulated time, and are generically called events. Each event 

should be thought of as a parametrized instance of some event class, 

for which a single definition characterizes the activity of all its 

instances. The dynamic component is completely characterized by the 

collection of definitions for all event classes. 

In general, an event class definition will include a description 

of both the changes to the system state that it effects and the new 

event instances that it spawns, or schedules. One parameter required 

to schedule an event indicates the amount of simulated time into the 

future at which the event should occur. In a special but very common 

class of discrete-event simulations, called distribution-driven simu¬ 

lations, these event times are pseudo—randomly generated according to 

a specified stochastic distribution. 

As an example of entities, attributes, and events, consider a 

simple customer-resource system. Entities correspond to customer 

queues or pools of resources, and their attributes include such 
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characteristics as the current number of customers in the queue* or 

the current amount of resource available in the pool. Entities are 

implemented as special data structures. Customers could be modeled as 

a collection of related events* with each event implemented as an exe¬ 

cutable procedure. Assuming a simple model for the resource entity — 

a simple counter for the customer attribute* whose value indicates the 

number of customers waiting for it —* a customer arrival would then be 

modeled by an event which increments the attribute* and a departure 

would correspond to an event which decrements the attribute. 

If we model a single activity-performing agent lifce the customer 

in the above example as a collection of separate activity-performing 

procedures* the procedures are called events* and the methodology is 

called discrete-event modeling. If we instead collect all the agent's 

events into a single* higher-level procedure* we improve the logical 

correspondence between the abstract agent and the procedure that 

implements its effect* since the correspondence is now one-to-one. 

The higher-level procedure is called a process* and the approach is 

called process-interaction modeling. A process is just a special col¬ 

lection of related events, brought together to increase modeling con¬ 

venience. Interaction refers to the fact that simultaneously active 

processes can now interact with one another in simulated time* since 

they may now have a nonzero simulated time duration. That is. as 

various processes generate their constituent events* the events from 

one process interleave in simulated time with those from another* 

resulting in a single merged event stream. Each event acts as the 
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agent of its parent process for effecting change in the global state 

of the simulation. Since events are interleaved* the change in state 

effected by the process as a whole cannot be described in isolation 

because of the interference from or interaction with the events of 

other processes. Thus the event-scheduling approach forces the user 

to deal with his model at a global level. He must beep track of much 

of the sequencing of activity himself. The pro cess-interaction 

approach frees the user to decompose his model into its logical 

activity-performing agents* and to then model these individually. 

Since the modeler must still make reference to the value of simulated 

time* the process-interaction approach cannot totally shield the 

modeler from an awareness of the global state of the simulation. 

Nevertheless, most sequencing of activity is now arranged implicitly 

by the simulator. 

Note that the distinction between the two approaches is not so 

much a property of the model, since most models may be characterized 

in either approach, but more an indication of the variation in con¬ 

venience among different modeling tools. Clearly* the process- 

interaction approach is more convenient, but the cost — in this case 

the sophistication required to implement an environment that supports 

the approach — is greater. Also note that in spite of the technical 

distinction between 'discrete-event” and 'pro cess-interact ion' model¬ 

ing, "discrete-event" is still the common generic texm for either 

approach, and we will use it in its broader sense here. 
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Once the necessary static and dynamic components are defined* the 

model can be simulated. Implementation and ezecntion of a simulation 

model* however* pose some unique problems concerning the correct exe¬ 

cution sequencing of procedures. These problems are discussed in 

detail in chapter 3* in the section on the flow of execution control. 

Once the model has been simulated* its performance can be evaluated by 

analyzing its output. The analysis of simulation output is itself a 

separate topic of considerable complexity and will not be addressed in 

any depth here. In order to discuss the design of a simulator whose 

output is in the most usable format* we need to describe only the gen¬ 

eral form of this output* for which we need to introduce some formal 

notation for the model being simulated. This discussion uses much the 

same terminology as in [MU]. Let 

e - £ e, e.* ... * e } (1.1) 
1# Z & 

be the set of n event classes of our model. Let 

■m 

t * ( t. t.* ... * t )* (1.2) x * i m 

be the ■ times at which some event occurs over the course of the simu¬ 

lation. Let 

f - ( f, f„. ... , f ), f. a e. 1 < i < m (1.3) 
JL » in l 

be the set of all event occurrences over the course of the simulation. 

Let 

s. .* 1 i i < q* l<j£m (1.4) 
1» J 

be the value of the ith state variable, between the jth and (j+l)st 
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event occurrence. Let 

S, ■ ( s1 .* s. ,» ... . s . ) (1.5) 
J 1»J Z,j q»j 

be the state vector between the occurrence of the jth and (j+l)st 

events. Then the time evolution of the system can be described by a 

series of ordered pairs of the form 

<V t0)* *S1# *1*' ••• * (Sm* Sa* 

This series of values we call the simulation's operation path, or sam¬ 

ple path. The notion of operation path is convenient because concep¬ 

tually it contains all the significant information concerning the 

simulated time evolution of the model. In particular, all performance 

indices can be computed as functions of the operation path. For exam- 
J 

pie. if the fcth component of is the queue length of some queue at 

time j. then the time-weighted average queue length of the queue over 

the course of the simulation is 

av *0 Ji (ti‘Vi’ 
(1.7) 

Using the terms just introduced, we can cast the entire simula¬ 

tion endeavor in a more abstract light. First, a model is abstracted 

from the system of interest and an executable version of the model is 

constructed using available tools. We are in effect designing a sta¬ 

tistical experiment by specifying the behavior of a special, usually 

stochastic, process. Second, we execute the model, or actually per¬ 

form the experiment, whose ultimate result is the operation path. 

Finally, we extract the desired performance indices as functions of 
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the operation path. 

For models which male probabilistic assumptions about input data* 

as is typical, a single simulation run produces a single operation 

path, from which a single value of a performance index may be 

extracted. Multiple runs with different random seeds for the pseudo¬ 

random number generators produce multiple operation paths, from which 

a statistical population of values of a given performance index may be 

extracted. Statistical analysis is now necessary to establish confi¬ 

dence intervals and estimate distributions. 

So far, our description of the modeling and simulation endeavor 

has portrayed it as an unambiguous, straight-line activity, from 

model conceptualization to statistical output analysis. In general, a 

number of cycles will likely occur. Zeigler [ZEI, p.82] describes two 

cycles and attempts to establish his terminology as the convention. 

The first cycle deals with the simulation relation discussed above and 

is called verification. In this cycle, the specification of the model 

is repeatedly modified and executed, and its behavior is compared with 

the model's known characteristics, until the modeler believes that 

the specification accurately realizes the model. Verification is 

essentially a specialized form of program debugging. The second cycle 

deals with the modeling relation and is called validation. In this 

cycle, the output of a verified simulation is studied to decide if it 

is an acceptably accurate description of the real system's behavior. 

If not, the conceptual model must be modified, its specification 

revised, verified again, and reexecuted» and the new output 
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reexamined. Since no universally applicable closeness-of-fit measure 

exists between a model and the modeled system* validation remains the 

most challenging subtask of the entire modeling and simulation 

endeavor. Measures which do exist* such as confidence intervals and 

mean-squared-error* are limited to parametric models. A uon- 

parametric model is typically validated only by the intuition and ad 

hoc methods of an experienced modeler. (See figure 1.1.) 

l.S. Thesis Overview 

As mentioned above* the CSIM package provides several important 

features for model construction. The first is a set of predefined 

datatypes of which the user declares instances as necessary to con¬ 

struct his model. Their implementation details and logical modeling 

role are presented in chapter 2* along with a discussion of the second 

feature* the packaged procédâtes for manipulating each type of prede¬ 

fined object. The third feature is the run-time execution environment 

which is created and maintained by several packaged procedures. This 

environment is described in chapter 3. Its implementation has been 

influenced by recently raised concerns that large simulations may pay 

a heavy price for inefficient event list algorithms. CSIM uses a ver¬ 

sion of the TL algorithm [FRA2]* and an analysis of its complexity is 

given in chapter 4. Discussion of some issues in modeling methodolgy 

and statistics collection is given in chapter 5. Conclusions* includ¬ 

ing a qualitative evaluation of CSIM's strengths and weaknesses and 

suggestions for further work, are given in chapter 6. The appendix 
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includes a discussion of the machine-dependent parts of the implemen¬ 

tation, and a discussion of the CSIM preprocessor. 



2 GSIM Data Stractaroa 

As discussed in chapter 1, a central feature of CSIU is its col¬ 

lection of predefined data structures available for model construc¬ 

tion. Since these structures are simply C type de f definitions, they 

are best thought of as a set of datatype extensions to the standard C 

datatypes. This feature provides the user much modeling freedom and 

flexibility in comparison to some other modeling packages. The 

modeler declares instances of the predefined structures as necessary, 

and then writes code to manipulate them appropriately. For each 

predefined datatype, CSIM provides a set of procedures which implement 

all legal and logically consistent operations that the modeler needs 

to manipulate the structures in his model specification. Together, 

the structure definitions and their associated procedures make the 

modeling power of the objects available to the modeler while shielding 

him from implementation details. In the following sections, each 

structure is considered in turn, along with a discussion of its logi¬ 

cal modeling role and seme of the more important implementation 

details* A description of the available procedures associated with 

each structure is also included. Comparison is made with analogous 

structures from other simulation and modeling tools where appropriate. 

For complete user-oriented details on CSIM programming, see [COV]. 

2.1. The Process 

The process is a useful abstraction familiar from operating sys¬ 

tem and parallel processing contexts, and it plays a similar role in a 

20 
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discrete-event simulation context. Ve shall look at process implemen¬ 

tations in other languages» and shall then describe the CSIM process 

in detail. 

On an abstract level# the MDDCLA-2 language considers the process 

to be ”an inherently sequential” series of actions [WIR» p.128]. The 

process is available as a high-level feature of the language» designed 

to execute in either genuine or quasi-concurrency with other like 

objects» depending on the specific implementation. In the SIMJLA 

language» the process is a predefined class. *A user-defined class 

can ... be turned into a process by prefixing it with PROCESS" [MIT# 

p.144]. The class of concurrent processes appropriate to these imple¬ 

mentations is usually called loosely-coupled, which designates 

processes that *interact relatively infrequently”, or for which 

"interaction occurs at a few, well-defined, explicit points in the 

program” [WIR, p.128]. This is not an undue restriction, since most 

research into concurrent processes has focused on this class. 

The CSIM process corresponds closely to the notion of independent 

processes provided by JDEULA-2 and SIKJLA. In CSIM, the process is 

the principal activity-performing agent, in contrast to event-oriented 

packages, for which the event is basic. Most simulation activity is 

effected through CSIM procedures manipulating CSIM data structures, 

which have been invoked from within some user-specif ied CSIM process. 

A typical use of the process is to model the activity of a job or cus¬ 

tomer flowing through a queuing network, or a control token flowing 

through a logic circuit. The queues and logic gates themselves would 
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be modeled with the CSIM data structures* such as state variables* 

conditions* and semaphores, described below. 

Ve can divide the implementation of the process into two com¬ 

ponents. The static component of a process is just the code segment 

that implements the process's effect. Ve will refer to this code seg¬ 

ment as the procedure associated with the process. The dynamic com¬ 

ponent of a process is the process descriptor (figure 2.1). The pro¬ 

cedure corresponds to a class definition, and each process descriptor 

associated with that procedure corresponds to an active instance of 

that class. The procedure looks much like a normal C subprocedure to 

the user, and it is treated as such by the C compiler at compile time. 

The C compiler takes the source code for the procedure and generates 

code as though the procedure were meant to be invoked in a conven¬ 

tional C program. In particular, the compiler generates the obliga¬ 

tory code segments necessary for stack manipulation — a prologue for 

setting up and an epilogue for cleaning up — in the usual way. 

CSIM takes advantage of this automatically generated stack mani¬ 

pulation control to effect its own runtime process management. At 

runtime, multiple instances of a given procedure (processes) may be 

simultaneously active, a situation characteristic of a coroutine 

environment, with no counterpart in a conventional programming 

language environment. The process descriptor is charged with managing 

these distinct active entities. To do this, it maintains a private 

execution environment for each process. These private environments 

allow manipulation of the execution state of the process, and 
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private stack environment 

Figure 2.1. 
The process descriptor 
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preservation of its computational state during suspensions. In prac¬ 

tice* this private environment amounts to a small private stack for 

each active process. In C, local variables reside on the stack, and 

on most machines, the computational state of the machine at any point 

during subprocedure execution is saved in the automatically generated 

call frame, which also resides on the stack. 

Design and implementation of mechanisas which allow control over 

the execution state of independent active processes is a basic, well- 

understood topic in operating systems theory. One important feature 

of this topic is the development of a hierarchy of abstractions which 

allow systems to be implemented in layers. Typically, the hierarchy 

reserves its highest level for the user. The user sees only high- 

level abstract objects and never worries about underlying low-level 

implementation details. With such abstractions, the user can create a 

model specification which can be easily ported to more sophisticated 

systems which may appear later. For instance, at present a CSIM model 

must run in a uniprocessing environment. Should a multiprocessing 

environment come along later, however, the user specification of the 

model should require no revision. Only the low-level mechanisms of 

the package for process support must be replaced. In multiprocessor 

environments, which can support genuine concurrency, the package would 

provide a real-time scheduler. In H) LULA—2, for example, the program¬ 

mer executes a process in such an environment by submitting the pro¬ 

cess to the scheduler with a StartProcess statement. In uniprocessor 

environments, which provide only quasi-concurrency, a coroutine 
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feature is typically used to simulate true concurrency. In such a 

restricted environment* support for process control can be provided 

straightforwardly, by implementing a process as a coroutine, ter¬ 

minated by a transfer statement that returns control of execution, to 

the simulation driver. CSIM implements process control with a 

transfer-like mechanism called a virtual invocation. The virtual 

invocation takes advantage of the fact that at critical points during 

conventional subprocedure linkage, the computational state is saved in 

the call frame on top of the current runtime stack. Coroutines and 

virtual invocations are described and compared in chapter 3. 

CSIM creates a process by fetching an available descriptor and 

associating a procedure with it, and destroys a process by returning 

its descriptor to the available pool. Between creation and destruc¬ 

tion we shall say that the process is alive. The execution state of a 

live process is either scheduled, delayed, ready, active, or 

suspended. The distinction between these states will be discussed in 

chapter 3. There are several CSIM packaged procedures for manipulat¬ 

ing processes, which amounts to changing their execution state. These 

are SchedProcessO, DelayProcessO, ForkProcessO. TaitProcessO, 

CSchedProcessO, and CancelProcessO. SchedProcessO and ForkPro¬ 

cessO both create new processes. SchedProcessO creates a new speci¬ 

fied process and arranges for its activation to occur at a specified 

amount of simulated time into the future b.* inserting it into the 

event list. ForkProcessO creates a new specified process and places 

it directly onto the tail of the ready list. DelayProcessO suspends 
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the currently active process and arranges for it to resume execution 

after a specified simulated time interval has elapsed. As in the case 

of SchedProcessO, the process is reinserted into the event list. 

WaitProcessO allows synchronization between a parent and child pro¬ 

cess. It works in tandem with the ForkProcess 0 call. When a 

ForkProcessO occurs, the invoking process is the parent, and the 

invoked process , is the child. Following the ForkProcessO* the parent 

may wait for the child to terminate by executing a WaitProcessO. 

CSchedProcessO is a variation on SchedProcessO which allows the 

parent to conditionally schedule a child process. Before the child 

activates for the first time, the parent can cancel the child with 

CancelProce ssO. If the child has already activated when the parent 

tries to cancel it, CancelProce ssO has no effect. 

Same restrictions are necessary on WaitProcessO in order to 

avoid the standard operating system problems with the unique no ss of 

process id's. In CSIM, process id's are not unique over the course of 

a single simulation. The process id is just the index of its process 

descriptor from the available pool. With no restriction on the use of 

process primitives, the following scenario is possible. (1) A parent 

process could spawn a child process, (2) the child could execute and 

terminate normally, and its descriptor would get returned to the 

available pool. (.3) Now a new process, unrelated to the parent-child 

pair, could activate and get the child's old descriptor. (4) Finally, 

the parent could wait on what it believes to be its child, but which 

is in fact an unrelated new process. To avoid this type of situation 
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CSIM adopts the following conventions. (1) Processes may wait only on 

their own child process. (2) A process descriptor cannot be returned 

to the available pool on termination of its process until either (a) 

its parent process dies» or (b) it parent process issues a Cance 1 Pro¬ 

cess 0 . 

2.2. The Semaphore 

The semaphore is a process-control mechanism modeled closely 

after Dijkstra's well-known mutual exclusion mechanism for the protec¬ 

tion of critical sections. A user-defined instance of a semaphore 

sets up a data structure which maintains (1) a queue for process 

descriptors» (2) the current semaphore value» and (3) a pointer to a 

queue of suspended processes (figure 2.2). Any user-declared process 

may interact with any user-declared semaphore through the two standard 

primitives P() and VO» or VaitSemaphoreO and SigmalSemaphoreO as 

they axe called in CSIM terminology. These operations have the 

expected effects. If a semphore has value zero» a process that per¬ 

forms a YaitSemaphoreO on that semaphore is moved from the active 

state to the suspended state» and the process descriptor for that pro¬ 

cess is placed in that semaphore's suspended process queue. If the 

semaphore has a positive value» the value is decremented» and the 

state of the process is not changed. Similarly, a process that per¬ 

forms a SignalSemaphore 0 increments the value of the semaphore, and 

activates the next eligible process, if there is one in the suspended 

process queue» according to the semaphore's queuing discipline. 
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Currently* two queuing disciplines are implemented. Fifo and Band, 

where Fifo implies that the process at the head of the queue is the 

next process eligible to activate, and Band implies that a randomly 

chosen process in the queue will be chosen to activate next. The 

semaphore may also work in tandem with the condition mechanism, 

described below. For purposes of accurately modeling the passage of 

simulated time, with special attention to the handling of simultaneous 

activity, the actual implementation of these operations requires more 

complex treatment than is implied above. A full description of the 

complexities is given in chapter 3. 

The relationship between processes and semaphores implied by the 

interaction described above is much the same as the relationship 

between customers and servers in a queuing system. Such systems arc 

therefore naturally represented with CSIM objects by modeling servers 

as semaphores and customers as processes. In its role as a model for 

a server, we can compare the semaphore to the analogous construct in 

other simulation packages, such as the active queue construct in BESQ 

[SAD]. In BESQ terminology* an active queue comprises a waiting line 

and a server* in contrast to the BESQ passive queue, which comprises a 

waiting line and a pool of resources. The distinction between active 

and passive entities is discussed in chapter 5. 

The logical state of a semaphore is inferred from the value of 

several variables maintained for each semaphore: its value, (v), its 

initial value* (iv). and its process count, (pc). A number of useful 

characteristic expressions can be defined in terms of these three 
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valves. Hie most common are described below» along with, their 

interpretation in a CSIM context. 

ProcessesQueued * pc. This is the number of customers awaiting 
the start of their service interval. It specifically excludes any 
customers currently receiving service. 

ProcessesBusy =* pc + iv - v. This is the number of customers 
awaiting the start of their service interval» plus the number of cus¬ 
tomers currently receiving service. 

Serversldle ■ v. 

Server sBusy - iv - v. 

A number of useful predicates are also possible. 

semaphore^idle ■ ((v ■■ iv) and (pc “ 0)). 

semaphore.busy * (v !« iv) . 

semaphore.stable ■ ( (v == 0) or (pc » 0)). This is true if 
either no servers are available or no customers are waiting. 

2.3. The State Variable 

As discussed in chapter 1, state variables (figure 2.3) are those 

special variables whose collective values completely characterize the 

state of the simulated system at a given instant in simulated time. 

In an idealized sense» an event is simply an assignment to a state 

variable, since events are, by definition, any state-modifying 

activity. Although many systems are more naturally modeled with 

structures such as semaphores or queues, the state variable is still a 

concise mechanism for modeling many system features. 

The state variable and condition together provide & set of capa¬ 

bilities (1) which allow a process to affect the state of the simu¬ 

lated system by direct assignment, and (2) which allow the process to 
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affect its own execution state by conditionally suspending on logical 

predicates. The need for these abstract capabilities is motivated by 

a situation in digital logic simulation in which the flow of a control 

token through a circuit must be modeled. As the token flows through 

one part of a circuit, circuit lines are set to particular logical 

values, an activity modeled by assigning a logical value to a variable 

representing the line. Later on. the same control token might be kept 

from advancing through the circuit until some logical predicate of a 

set of line values becomes true. This activity could be modeled by a 

process which conditionally suspends on a predicate composed of refer¬ 

ences to circuit line values. 

State variables are therefore designed as an entity to which 

processes can make assignments, and conditions are designed as logical 

predicates of state variable values on whose value processes can 

suspend. The two classes of entities are implemented in tandem so 

that any assignment of a new value to a state variable is reflected 

immediately and automatically in all conditions that reference it. 

The principal operation that a process can perform on a state variable 

is an assignment through a call to the CSIM primitive AssignSta— 

tevarO. 

Another important role that state variables play is in the provi¬ 

sion for a general statistic monitoring capability. CSIM manages 

automatic monitoring for semaphores, state variables, and conditions, 

but monitoring of the state variable value is the most flexible. The 

state variable works in tandem with the statistic collection record. 
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described below» so that all assignments to a state variable for a 

given simulation run are automatically monitored as statistical sam¬ 

ples. At the end of the simulation» reports of varying degrees of 

detail can be generated. 

2.4. Ihe Condition 

The condition (figure 2.4) is the most general mechanism for pro¬ 

cess control provided by CSIM. Logically» it is a Boolean-valued 

expression containing references to state variables, semaphores, and 

constants. The condition is a higher-level object than the semaphore 

or state variable, so a user-declared process's interaction with a 

condition is more complex than with the lower-level objects. The only 

operation a process may directly perform on a condition is a TaitCon- 

ditionO. This primitive moves the invoking process from the active 

state to the suspended state, and its process descriptor is placed at 

the end of the condition's suspended process queue. This happens 

regardless of the current condition value. If the condition's value 

is true, a process executing a VaitCondition() realizes no net logical 

effect, although it will experience interaction with the suspended 

process queue and the ready list over an interval of zero simulated 

time duration. Details for this interaction are given in chapter 3. 

In contrast to the semaphore, whose suspended processes are 

activated one at the time in response to successive signals, a condi¬ 

tion becoming true at some point in simulated time causes all 

suspended processes in its suspended process queue to be moved from 
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the suspended state to the ready state. A process may affect the 

▼alue of a condition only indirectly* by modifying the value of one of 

the condition's constituent semaphores or state variables. 

The simulator must have an efficient means of reevaluating the 

condition any time any of its constituent variables change their 

value. As an example* consider the following CSIM condition declara¬ 

tion: 

CONDITION o ( a — b } ; 

This defines a condition named e whose value is given by the indicated 

logical predicate. The predicate references the values of a and b* 

which could be state variables* semaphores* or constant expressions. 

The preprocessor takes such a declaration and produces C code of the 

f oxm: 

SimFxxxxO { return( a.v -* b.v ) } ; 
• • • 

CONDITION c - { 
e e • 

SimFxxxx; 
• • • 

} 

where "xxxx” represents four unique internally generated digits. In 

C* a reference to a function name without parentheses and argument 

list is interpreted as the function's entry point address* rather than 

as an invocation of the function. Any time a condition's value 

changes* the CSIM control procedures have pointer access to the func¬ 

tion that computes the condition's new value. If e is a pointer to a 
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condition» then the control procedures can evaluate the condition with 

a C statement of the form 

c->v - (c->eval)(); 

where v is a field that contains the condition's current value* and 

oval is a field that contains the pointer to the evaluating function. 

This same programming technique is used by compilers for languages 

that implement call-by-name parameter passing mechanisms for subpro¬ 

cedures. During compilation* when a subprocedure invocation is 

encountered* the compiler creates for each formal parameter a parame¬ 

terless subprocedure» called a thunk, which evaluates the expression 

passed as the actual parameter. The thunk is invoked only at points 

where the value of its corresponding formal parameter is actually 

required within the invoked subprocedure. 

On simulation startup* a condition is guaranteed to have the ini¬ 

tial value implied by its defining expression and the initial values 

of its constituent state variables and semaphores. Each user- 

specified simulation performs initialization activity such as the 

assignment of intial values to semaphores and state variables before 

passing execution control to the CSIM execute procedure (driver). 

After control has been passed to the driver* but before simulation 

starts* the driver scans each condition in the list of declared condi¬ 

tions* evaluates each one. and records its value. This ensures that 

the simulation starts in a logically consistent state. This need for 

logical consistency has dictated some design decisions. In particu— 
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lar, it has implied the need for the CSIM package to maintain lists of 

pointers to all user-dedared simulation objects. 

2.5. The Statistic Collection So cord 

Te have seen in chapter 1 how theoretically all statistical 

information concerning a given simulation run is contained in the 

operation path generated by that run. As a practical matter, the com¬ 

plete operation path for a single run is too much information to 

preserve, and most of it is irrelevant anyway. So. in practice, one 

never collects the entire operation path for all variables. Instead, 

one specifies a few values of interest at the outset of a simulation 

run. and only the part of the operation path relevant to those values 

is preserved. The statistic collection and histogram collection 

records provide the means of specifying only that narrow part of the 

operation path which is of interest to the user for a given simulation 

(figure 2.5). 

Statistic collection records work in tandem with the other CSIM 

data structures described above. With every quantity for which the 

user wants automatic statistic collection, the simulator associates a 

atatistic collection record. A sample is collected whenever the 

quantity's value changes. That is* CSIM detects the points in simu¬ 

lated time when such a value changes, and automatically samples the 

value and timestamps it. Semaphores may have their queue length, 

queuing time, and value monitored in this way* state variables their 

value, and conditions their queue length and value. The user need 
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only turn on the amount of monitoring that he wants during simulator 

initialization. For those general values which CSIM cannot monitor 

automatically, the user may still get the simulator to do most of his 

statistical collection work for him. One of the intended uses for 

state variables is in fact to help monitor such general values. A 

state variable may be defined to do nothing but monitor some other 

value. As explained above, the state variable's value can be automat¬ 

ically monitored. Of course the only time a state variable value 

changes is when the user makes an explicit call to AssignStateO. So. 

the user must explicitly sample the desired value by assigning the 

value to the monitoring state variable, but if the statistical moni¬ 

toring has been turned on. then the assignment constitutes a sample* 

and statistics are collected and reported automatically. 

2.3.1. Available Monitoring Mechanises 

Monitoring activity is turned on in stages. First, the monitor¬ 

ing activity must be initialized, which creates a new statistical col¬ 

lection record, assigns the appropriate tokens to a few fields, and 

attaches the record to the indicated CSIM data structure. Now the 

available monitoring mechanisms may be turned on selectively. The 

most basic monitoring is internal. This monitor keeps track of run¬ 

ning means and variances using the initialized collection record. For 

more complete collection, the histogram monitor may be turned on. To 

set up for histograiming. CSIM attaches a histogram record to the ori¬ 

ginal statistics collection record. The new additional record keeps 
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up with such quantities as the current sample high water mark* 

pointers to a heap of buffered samples* and a list of bins and their 

offset* width* and number. The histogram monitor runs in either of 

two modes. Initially* it runs in sample mode, in which every observed 

sample is saved in a heap. Once a user-specified number of samples 

has been collected into the heap* the monitor then switches and runs 

in bin mode. The monitor uses the heaped samples as an estimator or 

training set for establishing the dimensions of a histogram — the 

number of bins* the width of a bin, and the offset of the first bin. 

In bin mode, the monitor no longer saves each sample, but merely 

increments the count of the appropriate bin. 

Ideally* the simulation procedures should be able to monitor a 

given statistic and decide when to switch from sample mode to bin 

mode. In practice* the simulation procedures alone cannot make this 

decision. A particular statistic may exhibit no nr stationary or tran¬ 

sient behavior which could cause the histogramming procedures to base 

their decisions for histogram dimensions on too small of a sample. 

The poorly dimensioned histogram will dump all samples into a few 

bins. CSIM therefore transfers responsibility to the user for decid¬ 

ing when enough samples have been collected to switch fran sample mode 

to bin mode. 

2.5.2. Available Sample Weightings 

Each monitored value may be weighted with respect to either (1) 

simulated time (TimeVeight) or (2) the sample space (SanpleVeight). 
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For TimeWeight y aloes, each, sample has a probability mass proportional 

to the interval of simulated time that has elapsed since the last sam¬ 

ple. For SampleWeight values, each sample has unifosn probability 

mass, regardless of the time between samples. The two schemes exhibit 

interesting anomalies concerning the relevance of particular values at 

particular times in the collection process. On the one hand, at the 

instant of sampling, the current value of a TimeWeight value is 

irrelevant. The previous value is weighted by the elapsed simulated 

time, and the current value is recorded as the new previous value, to 

be used only at the time of the next sample. This arrangement can be 

understood try considering that at the instant of sampling, a Time- 

Weight value has had its new value for a time interval of zero dura¬ 

tion. For SampleWeight values, on the other hand, the previous value 

and the elapsed simulated time are clearly irrelevant. 

Some classes of values are clearly associated with a specific 

sampling weight. In general, values that represent queue lengths 

should be TimeWeight values, and values that represent time intervals, 

such as customer queuing time, should be SampleWeight values. CSIM 

still allows the user to specify either weighting for any collection. 

Same subtle problems concerning the correct implementation of 

initialization, collection, and finalization of statistics collection 

will be discussed in chapter 5* after the discussion of the passage of 

simulated time in chapter 3. 
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2.6. Discussion 

Whenever possible» the CS IM design has adopted a laissez-faire 

policy toward the user's control over model construction. For exam¬ 

ple* we have strived to beep CSIM as close to standard C as possible» 

thus retaining the generality of a complete programming language. We 

have also strived to ensure that the CSIM user incurs only the execu¬ 

tion overhead that he asks for. Ihese guidelines have a number of 

design decision implications. 

First» the collection of special data structures discussed in 

this chapter are implemented as predefined C typedefs of which the 

user merely declares instances as necessary. The one exception is the 

collection of process descriptors» which is predefined and initialized 

as a pool from which available instances are dynamically allocated. 

This arrangement avoids dynamic memory allocation at the operating- 

system level* which may exhibit load-dependent behavior in many pro¬ 

gramming and execution environnents. 

A second implication of our implementation guidelines is that, as 

a result of the presumably small distance between CSIM and C, CSIM can 

be thought of as a flexible langue go-based tool» in contrast to a more 

restrictive transaction-based tool. In a language-based approach, the 

user has more or less a complete programming language at his disposal 

for modeling processes, as discussed above. In a transaction-based 

approach, more attention is focused on providing a friendly user 

interface, with a resulting loss of flexibility. Transaction-based 
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tools typically allow a user to make only routing specifications* 

which describe how the job mores from one node to the next* usually 

with the ability to specify different routes for different classes of 

job. Still* a job can only more from one node to the next* with the 

range of possible actions limited to those actions perfomed by the 

static collection of node types that the package prorides. Few such 

tools proride an escape mechanism which allow a job to do some prirate 

arbitrary computation between risits to nodes. In contrast* in a 

language-based tool such as CSIM, a user-specified process could con- 

ceirably spend most of its time in prirate computation* with only 

occasional interaction with CSIM control. Although erety simulation 

requires at least occasional interaction with CSIM control, it is 

invoked only when the user explicitly asks for it. The interaction 

between a process's arbitrary nser-specified code and CSIM control 

activity is shown in figure 2.6. The wait queues symbolize the aggre¬ 

gate effect of all nser-specif ied objects in the simulation that could 

cause such a wait. Paths are labeled with the name of the CSIM primi¬ 

tive that moves a process along that path. Note that the "terminate" 

and "activate" labels are primitives which are invoked Implicitly by 

the CSIM control* rather than explicitly by the user. The invocation 

of the activate primitive* however* is directly related to the user's 

invocation of semaphore signals and state variable assignments. The 

flow of execution control is discussed in detail in the next chapter. 

Finally* the principle of minimizing implicit unwanted overhead 

has influenced the Implementation of statistics monitoring features. 
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Monitoring is provided only for those objects indicated by the user* 

and only at the indicated level of detail. 



3 The Execution Enrironment 

3.1. Hie Flow of Exe cut ion. Control 

As discnssed in chapter 1» the execution of a simulation model 

produces the model's operation path* which records the model's evolu¬ 

tion in virtual or simulation time far a single simulation run. 

Implementation of such a virtual time environment poses some interest¬ 

ing conceptual difficulties. 

Discrete event simulation differs semantically from other com¬ 
putational paradigms primarily because of the notion of simu¬ 
lation time, which plays a special logical role. A simulation 
on one processor is normally organized as a collection of pro¬ 
cedures, coroutines, or pseudo-parallel processes invoiced ac¬ 
cording to a special scheduling discipline, lowest- 
simulation-time-first. [JEF, p.2] 

Because of the ’special logical role’ of simulation time, the flow of 

execution control between various user-supplied and simulator-supplled 

procedures is problematic. In conventional subprocedure invocation, 

the following steps are normally followed. First, control of execu¬ 

tion, residing within some procedure, reaches a subprocedure invoca¬ 

tion. Second, control of execution passes from the invoicing to the 

invoiced procedure. Finally, control of execution is returned to the 

invoicing procedure, picking up at the point immediately following the 

invocation. How the code to perform these three tasks is generated is 

highly dependent on both the machine instruction set and the compiler. 

Details for the relevant machines are given in the appendix. 

46 
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The conventional linkage scheme is not workable in general for 

simulations* because the order in which processes activate* suspend* 

and reactivate is typically governed by psoudo-randan processes* as 

described in chapter 1. The enforcement of the special scheduling 

discipline dictates the characteristic form of the discrete-event 

simulation algorithm and its support data structures. Implementation 

of the scheduling discipline requires three principal components: an 

event list* a scheduler* and a driver. The event list is a data 

structure which maintains all currently-scheduled events in lowest- 

simulationrtime-first order. The scheduler is a procedure which puts 

a new event into the event list in its proper simulation time 

sequence. The scheduler's form follows from the form of the event 

list. The driver is a procedure which endlessly loops through the 

following series of activities until a stopping condition is detected. 

First* the driver picks the next event to be activated according to 

our special queuing discipline* and this event is then removed from 

the list. Second* the current simulation time is set equal to the 

scheduled time of the chosen event. Finally, the activity of the 

chosen event is executed. Collectively, the three components are 

called the simulator's time—flow mechanism. The mechanism implements 

the logical flow of simulated time implied by the set of all events 

scheduled at any given simulated time instant. 

On a uniprocessor, the simulation environment must support logi¬ 

cal parallelism if the occurrence of truly simultaneous events in the 

real system is to be modeled adequately. Such support is no problem 
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if individual- simulation activities do not allow simulation time to 

advance* as is the case in a strict discrete-event simulation. Events 

occur instantaneously* with no elapsed simulation time* so there is no 

opportunity for suspension and reactivation. An event's sequence of 

activity can be modeled as a subprocedure* which the driver can 

activate through conventional snbprocedure invocation. 

A true process-oriented simulation requires a more sophisticated 

driver. In contrast to a simple event* a process may have nonzero 

simulated time duration* since its constituent events may cause 

suspensions and reactivations. Simulation time elapses either through 

a delay for an a priori known duration, or through a logical wait for 

an a priori unknown duration. If during a delay or wait executed by 

one process* simulated time reaches the activation time of the next 

process in the event list, then the logic of the time-flow mechanism 

ensures that the current process suspends and that the next process 

activates. 

If a coroutine mechanism is available* the driver and all 

processes in the event list can be implemented as coroutines* and 

activations and suspensions can be implemented as transfers. The 

driver and event procedures would be organized as follows: 
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coroutine driver() t 

coroutine *e; 

while (true) { 

e * nexteventO; 
transfer (e); 

) 
} 

corontine eventlO ( 

o o • 

transfer(driver); 
} 

coroutine event2() ( 

• • o 

transfer(driver); 

} 

Other system procedures may effect the control flow similarly. For 

instance, user processes may call a procedure which causes a suspen¬ 

sion. Rather than return, the procedure just transfers execution con¬ 

trol to the driver, which then activates the next ready process. 

3.1.1. Isolation of the GSIM Environment 

Naturally, the coroutine world and the conventional subprocedure 

world implement different execution environments. To simplify the 

implementation of our coroutine environment, we have chosen to emulate 

it and run it on top of the conventional subprocedure environment. As 

mentioned in the previous section, creation and maintenance of this 

special emulated environnent are handled by several GSIM procedures. 
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InitSimulatorO creates the environment by initializing the necessary 

data structures. SJaulateUptoO* the driver* then controls simulator 

execution within the environment and maintains its data structures. 

As in every C program* the user writes an entry-point procedure named 

mainO. At the start of execution* control is passed to mainO and is 

therefore in the user's hands. Once the user calls SimulateUptoO * he 

relinquishes control to the simulation coroutine environment* which 

maintains control until SimulateUptoO returns control to mainO upon 

completion of the simulation. 

In order to turn a conventional subprocedure into a CSIM process* 

CSIM must have the ability to suspend and reactivate it. Every pro¬ 

cess created in the CSIM environment is allocated its own copy of a 

data structure called a process descriptor from a pool of available 

descriptors. Each descriptor has a pointer to a memory segment for 

use as its private stack space. Several layers of initialization 

information are then set up on the process's private stack. These 

layers are illustrated in figure 3.1 for the case of the VAX-11 imple¬ 

mentation. First* the stack is initialized with the list of actual 

parameters to be passed to the process when it starts execution. 

Second* a special call frame is built. This call frame will be the 

frame on the top of the stack when the process first becomes active. 

The saved PC field is set to the entry point of a special cleanup pro¬ 

cedure called SimTetminateProcO. This arrangement makes the stack 

look as though the process to be invoked had itself been called from 

SimTetminateProcO » and it causes the cleanup procedure to be invoked 
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Figure 3.1. 
The process's initialized private stack. 
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automatically when the process texmiaates. The saved AP field is set 

to point to the argument list just stored. Next* a dummy call frame 

is bnilt. Hie saved PC field is set to the entry point of the process 

to be activated. This makes the stack look as though the procedure to 

be invoked were active and had jnst called another (dummy) procedure. 

The dummy call frame holds machine register values which will be 

loaded into the appropriate registers to invoke the process. Details 

of this activity are described below in the discussion of virtual 

invocations. Finally, the value of the private stack pointer is saved 

in the process descriptor. For a ForkProcessO, the new descriptor is 

put in the Ready List, and for a SchedProcessO, the descriptor is put 

in the Event List. 

CSIM does not implement an explicit coroutine transfer, but an 

equivalent mechanism, which we shall call a virtual invocation, is 

implemented and is invoked implicitly by the internal CSIM procedures 

as needed to effect the correct flow of execution control. A virtual 

invocation activates a process through a return, and suspends or ter¬ 

minates a process through a call. Once we are assured that all 

processes have their stacks organized as described above, the effect 

of a virtual invocation is straightforward. It implements the corou¬ 

tine interaction between driver and event as follows. (1) The driver 

preserves its own environment by reading the current value of the 

stack pointer and saving it. (2) It then loads the stack pointer with 

the saved value recorded in the process descriptor of the processs 

chosen to activate next. (3) It returns. (4) The return causes the 
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ma chine state to be restored from tbe contents of the stack frame at 

the top of the newly activated process's private stack. (5) Since the 

program counter is one of the restored registers* the process is 

effectively activated. This is true for the initial activation of a 

newly created process* and for the reactivation of a previously 

suspended process. Figure 3.2. gives a high-level description of the 

driver and activate procedures* plus snapshots of the relevant stacks 

and stack pointers before and after 1he transfer of control from the 

driver to the user process. 

The activated process now runs until either it terminates or it 

makes a call to a CSIM procedure that causes a suspension (Del ay Pro— 

cessO* VaitSemaphoreO» etc.). On the one hand* if a process ter¬ 

minates normally* it just runs off the bottom of its private stack* 

which has been prepared during process initialization to generate a 

virtual invocation of the cleanup procedure* SimTezminateProcO * which 

(1) deallocates the process descriptor and private stack space* (2) 

loads the saved value of the driver's stack pointer* and (3) returns. 

This return passes execution control back to the driver* which picks 

up execution at a point immediately following the previous process 

activation. On the other hand* if a process suspends by means of a 

call to a CSIM primitive* the primitive returns control to the driver 

in the same manner as SimTerminateProcO. In either case* the driver 

then continues on to the next execution of the loop. Figure 3.3 gives 

a description of the terminate and suspend procedures, and analogously 

to figure 3.2, it gives stack snapshots before and after control 
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passes from the user process back to the driver. A high-level 

schematic representation of the flow of control is given in figure 

3.4. 

3.1.2. Context Switch Implementation 

In order to implement the context switch capability discussed 

above, two natural solutions are apparent. First, we could maintain 

one stack for all independent processes. On a context switch, the 

whole stack would have to be copied to a secure location, and the 

saved stack contents of the process to activate would have to be 

copied onto the stack. A second solution, at least for machines which 

allow the runtime stack to be anywhere in memory, would be to just 

maintain multiple execution stacks, one per independent process. 

Ihen, a context switch would require the contents of a few machine 

registers to be saved and restored, rather than the contents of the 

entire stack. 

Any choice between the two methods must address the tradeoff 

between execution efficiency and implementation correctness. The main 

advantage of the second method is its support of fast context 

switches. Its main disadvantage is that stacks may overrun their 

boundaries and corrupt one another's contents. The first method obvi¬ 

ates the stack corruption problem, but incurs the overhead of much 

data movement for each context switch 



driver () { 

while ( eventlist not empty ) { 
p - nentevent 0 ; 
activate (p) ; 

} 
} 

activate 0 { 
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SP - p -> sp ; 
return; 
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Figura 3.2. 
The flow of control from driver to process. 



terminate 0 { 

return process descriptor to pool ; 
SP » OldSP ; 
return ; 

suspend 0{ 
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return ; 
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The floe of control from process to driver 
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CSIM chooses the second method with the expectation that context 

switches will be frequent enough that they must be done fast* and that 

the chances of stack corruption can be kept reasonably small by other 

means. Because of Tarions CSIM implementation decisions* strict stack 

limit checks would be nearly impossible* or at least highly impracti¬ 

cal. Such checks would require intervention into the code for each 

user process at the assembly-language level. Besides* we feel that 

the user can avoid most scenarios which give rise to stack corruption, 

with little perceived loss in modeling flexibility of the CSIM pack¬ 

age. The two effects which cause stack size problems are (1) the 

amount of local variable space (local variables and passed parameters) 

required by a given process and (2) the length of the dynamic chain of 

call frames generated by deeply nested subprocedure invocation. Our 

experience has been that most simulations do not make excessive use of 

such effects. For pathological cases where excessive stack usage is 

unavoidable* CSIM provides macros which temporarily move execution 

from the current small private stack to the main unlimited stack. 

One might find fault with the CSIM stack management method 

because maintenance of a large pool of predefined stacks gives the 

executable image of the simulator a large address space. In a 

demand-paged execution environment* however, there is no real penalty 

to be paid. Stacks which are never referenced are never paged in, so 

they should have no effect on the page fault rate. Of course, large 

address space programs create heavy demands on available disk swap 

space* but this is a problem inherent in all simulation environments, 
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and will not go away for some clever stack management scheme. 

3.2. Hie Passage of Simulated Time 

At the heart of any discrete-event simulator lies its time-flow 

mechanism» a notion introduced in the previous section* The simplest 

mechanism is little more than a linear linked list of event notices in 

order of their scheduled time of occurrence. Due to concerns about 

the efficiency of event list insertions» CSIM uses the two-level (TL) 

event list algorithm proposed by Franta and Maly [F&A2]. Details of 

the algorithm are given below in this section, and an analysis of the 

algorithm's complexity is given in chapter 4. 

3*2*1* The fivent List 

The ÏL list is built from three hierarchically arranged data 

structures. The first structure is a doubly-linked list» called the 

lower-level (IX) list. Each element in this list contains two 

pointers for list linkage» a pointer to an associated process descrip¬ 

tor» and a field containing the simulation time at which the process 

will be activated or reactivated. The second structure is a set of 

elements that serve as pointers into the LL list. These elements are 

identical to the elements that make up the LL list» and are themselves 

organized into a doubly-linked list, called the upper-level (QL) list. 

The only difference between the two lists is that UL list elements 

point to LL list elements, while LL list element point to the actual 

process descriptors. Although the UL and LL lists are identical in 
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construction* the LL list can te thought of ss the actual event list. 

The DL list is merely an auxiliary structure that speeds up access to 

the LL list. The third structure is an array of pointers to specially 

chosen UL list elements. Ve will refer to this array as the pointer 

array (PA). 

The motivation behind this arrangement is to control the number 

of links that must be traversed on an insertion, especially for very 

long lists» say 500 to 1000 event notices. In a simple doubly-linked 

list* each insertion would require a linear search of the list start¬ 

ing from the head. With the TL list* an insertion avoids much of this 

searching by careful arrangement of the DL list elements. An inser¬ 

tion then proceeds as follows. First* a calculation on the time value 

of the notice being inserted produces an index which chooses the 

correct element of the PA. Second, a short linear search of the rela¬ 

tively sparse DL list» starting from the element accessed frcm the PA» 

locates the best pointer into the LL list. Finally» a short linear 

search of one interval in the relatively dense LL list locates the 

final position at which to insert the new element. 

The TL list achieves its insertion speedup through a combination 

of two complementary strategies. First» the elements of the LL list 

are divided into constant-length intervals of simulated time. Second» 

elements of a given interval are divided up further into as many 

subintervals as necessary» in such a way that no subinterval contains 

more than a specified number of elements. The first strategy allows a 

particular interval of the list to be accessed immediately* with no 
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search. The second strategy keeps the insertion efficiency from 

deteriorating for intervals that contain a relatively large share of 

all the elements in the list. 

The boundaries of the intervals of constant*-length simulated time 

are marked by special elements in the UL list called primary elements. 

They are special because they are pointed to h7 the PA. and are there¬ 

fore directly accessible via an index calculation rather than a 

search. The subintervals containing limited numbers of elements in 

the LL list are bounded by secondary elements in the UL list. Secon¬ 

dary elements are accessible only by a linear search of the UL list 

starting from some primary element. 

Three important parameters specify precisely how the primary and 

secondary pointer elements are arranged, and all have a pronounced 

effect on insertion complexity. The first is the length of the simu¬ 

lated time intervals, dt. The second is the number of primary ele¬ 

ments in the UL list, or the number of entries in the PA. dx. 

Finally, the limit on the number of elements that can occupy a given 

LL list subinterval is dl. These values are constant for a given 

simulation, but should be chosen to reflect the overall distribution 

of event notice times that are inserted into the list over the course 

of the simulation. A snapshot of a representative event list is given 

in figure 3.5. 

So far. the event list discussion has focused on the insertion 

operation, since, in relative terms, an insertion is harder than a 
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The two-level (TL) event list. 
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deletion. Abst event list algorithms maintain event notices in sorted 

simulated time order* and thereby achieve a trade-off in complexity 

between insertions and deletions* in such a way that deletions remain 

trivial. The cumulative effect of many deletions* however* introduces 

new complications. Tiro simulator activities in particular — repeated 

deletions over the course of a simulation* and the continual growth of 

the average simulated time at which new event notices are inserted — 

constantly degrade the effectiveness of the data structure's pointer 

arrangement. Both of these effects stem from the passage of simulated 

time. The contents of the LL list are in effect constantly flowing 

out of the head of the list* and the static pointer arrangement cannot 

keep up. 

The first of these effects — constant deletions from the front 

of the list — causes empty pointers to pile up at the head of the OL 

list. At any given instant in simulated time* some primary or secon¬ 

dary element will be at the head of the UL list. This element we 

shall call the current UL element (CUL) * because it points to the rear 

of the first subinterval of the LL list* the subinterval from which 

elements are currently being removed and activated. Eventually* all 

elements belonging to the CUL's subinterval will be removed* leaving 

an empty pointer at the head of the UL list. If the CUL is secondary* 

it is simply removed and returned to a pool of available elements. If 

it is primary* it must be reinserted into the UL list near the tail of 

the list to keep the algorithm's index calculation scheme viable. 
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The second effect — the growth of the average time at which 

event notices are inserted — causes more and more events to be 

crowded into the overflow interval. In contrast to the first, the 

second effect causes many events in the LL list's overflow interval to 

be served by a single primary UL list element. 

fe can deal with both of these 'effects by periodically up da ting 

the static pointer arrangement with a dynamic rebalancing operation 

called a rotation. We perform a rotation (1) if the CDL is a primary 

element, and (2) if the CÜL's LL list interval has been emptied. The 

steps in a rotation are as follows. First, the empty primary element 

is removed from the head of the UL list. Next* a new interval of 

width dt is created at the front of the overflow interval. The end¬ 

point of this new interval is found, and the empty primary element is 

reinserted into the UL list to mark this endpoint. Finally, two vari¬ 

ables that help control access to the event list must be updated. 

First, the variable that indicates the smallest simulated time value 

that the CUL's interval may contain is called the bottom of the list. 

Bottom must be incremented by dt after a rotation. Second, an integer 

that indicates which element of the PA is the CUL is called current. 

Current must be incremented modulo dx after a rotation. The PA is 

treated as a circular buffer of primary element pointers, with current 

locating the front of the buffer. This arrangement avoids a reorder¬ 

ing or shifting of the whole PA after every rotation. The stages of a 

typical rotation are illustrated in figures 3.6 through 3.9. 
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Figure 3.6. 
1. The event list just before a rotation, 
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Figure 3.7. 
2. The head of the list is removed 
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Figure 3.8. 
. The empty pointer is rotated to the tail. 3 
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Figure 3.9. 
4. The pointer is reinserted and current is incremented. 
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In greater detail, the insertion operation now proceeds as fol¬ 

lows* On initialization, the LL list is empty, and the DL list con¬ 

tains only primary elements. On an insertion, we pezfom an index 

calculation on the time of the new element, and determine the interval 

it belongs to. Let t be the time of the new element being inserted. 

If i*dt < (t - bottom) < (i+l)*dt, we will say that the new element 

belongs to interval i, for 0^ i < dx-1. If (dx-l)*dt < (t - bottom), 

we will say that the new element belongs to the overflow interval. 

So, an element with time t belongs to interval 

■ia( [>cy**J. dx-1 ). 

If the element belongs to interval i, then PA element 

(i + current) mod dx 

points to the primary element in the UL list that marks the end of the 

ith interval. Once we have found the right PA entry, we enter the DL 

list at the element pointed to by the PA, and linearly search toward 

the head of the list, examining secondary elements until either (1) we 

find the subinterval that contains the new event time or (2) we find 

the previous primary element. Te now enter the LL list at the element 

pointed to by the DL element, and linearly search toward the head of 

the list until we find the insertion position for the new element. 

In order to simplify the detection of the ends of the list during 

insertions and deletions, both the DL and LL lists have a dummy ele¬ 

ment at the head with associated time -1.0, and a dummy element at the 

, 35 
tail with associated time +• ( 1.7 * 10 , approximately, on the VAX- 
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11). 

3.2.2. Iho Kotüj List 

In addition to an event list, the time-flow mechanism must 

include an algorithm for choosing and activating eligible event 

notices. The most straightforward algorithm consists of removing the 

event notice at the head of the event list* advancing simulated time 

to the time of this notice* and activating the event. This sequence 

of activity — choosing an event* incrementing time* and activating 

the event — can in principle be repeated indefinitely. In practice* 

appropriate stopping conditions are devised, and activity stops when 

one of these conditions arises. At first glance* most simulations 

would appear to quickly activate each event notice in the list and 

then terminate. In fact* the activity of a typical event includes the 

scheduling of new event notices into the event list* so that the 

sequence of activity outlined above is repeated in a self-perpetuating 

fashion. Simulations that exhibit such behavior are conventionally 

called event—driven. 

To facilitate the identification of events eligible for activa¬ 

tion. CSIM maintains a ready list in addition to the event list. The 

ready list comprises those events at the front of the event list which 

have times of occurrence equal to the current simulated time. 

This distinction between the ready list and the rest of the event 

list suggests that simulated time can be logically divided up into a 
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series of intervals called ready list cycles. To begin a cycle, the 

simulator identifies all eligible events and moves them from the event 

list to the ready list. Then, each event in the ready list is 

activated in turn. Once the ready list is emptied, the simulator per- 

foxms some internal bookkeeping, which will be described in detail in 

section 3.2.4. One possible effect of- this bookkeeping is to deposit 

more event notices directly onto the ready list. As before, these 

events are then activated in turn until the list is emptied. We will 

refer to the action of emptying the ready list and performing the 

required bookkeeping as a ready list subcycle. In general, each ready 

list cycle will require multiple subcycles. The relationship between 

these cycles is illustrated in figure 3.10. An eapanded version of 

figure 3.4* with bookkeeping activity represented, is given in figure 

3.11. 

Eventually, each cycle in a well-defined simulation will produce 

a subcycle for which the bookkeeping phase will cause no new events to 

be placed on the ready list. The entire cycle ends at this point, and 

a new cycle is begun by updating simulated time and by moving newly 

eligible events from the front of the event list to the ready list. 

Despite the potentially large amount of event manipulation 

throughout a given cycle, note that the start of a ready list cycle is 

the only point at which simulated time advances. 
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Figure 3.10. 
The ready list cycle and subcycle. 
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3.2.3. Collections of Simultaneous Events 

Any discrete-event simulation mnst decide how its time-flow 

mechanisn should deal with the occurrence of simultaneous events. In 

the present case, all event notices found on the ready list at the 

start of any ready list subcycle are said to be simultaneous. The 

ideal simulation environment would provide real-time parallelism, with 

every event notice on the readty list always finding an available pro¬ 

cessor. In reality, most simulation environments are based on unipro¬ 

cessors. and therefore support only logical parallelism. The time- 

flow mechanism must simulate this parallelism by executing each notice 

on the ready list in turn without advancing simulated time. 

If parallelism must be simulated, the simulator must resolve a 

conflict that arises between the need to model simultaneous events and 

the need to actually activate and execute them sequentially. We can 

distinguish several classes of behavior exhibited by collections of 

simultaneous events. First, the collection is stable if the order in 

which the events are activated makes no difference to the resulting 

system state. Second, the collection is unstable if the events 

represent truly simultaneous activities, yet the model exhibits dif¬ 

ferent behavior depending on the order of execution. The user may 

anticipate such behavior, and arrange for some desired order of event 

activation. The appearance of such nonde term ini stic behavior, how¬ 

ever. is more likely to be unexpected, and is characteristic of a 

flawed model. We can identify a third type of collection called for¬ 

mally simultaneous, which can be either stable or unstable. In this 
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class, the events in the collection represent activities in the real 

system that are not really simultaneous, hut that appear to be so 

within the limits of resolution of simulated time. In such a case, 

the user may take advantage of the simulator's implementation details 

to ensure that events enter the ready list and execute in the desired 

order. Whether such a collection is stable or unstable is usually 

irrelevant to the user, since he is consciously arranging for a par¬ 

ticular execution order. Besides* the distinction between stable and 

unstable probably has significance only for collections of truly 

simultaneous events, while the apparent simultaneity of a formally 

simultaneous collection is only a user-contrived approximation to the 

activity of the real system. 

3.2.4. Beady List Subeycle Phases 

We can support the seed to draw these distinctions in behavior by 

considering some of the detailed internal bookkeeping that the simula¬ 

tor must perform at the end of every ready list subcycle. Consider a 

subcycle that includes events that involve state variable assignment, 

and events that involve condition evaluation. When manipulating state 

variables and conditions, the simulator assumes that simultaneous 

state variable assignment and condition evaluation are only formally 

simultaneous. If one process stakes a state variable assignment at 

some time t* that assignment could cause a condition value to become 

true, and a second process waiting on the condition could become 

active at time t as well. Now suppose that a third process at time t 
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makes another assignment to the state variable* causing the 

conditions's value to become false again. It appears that the process 

waiting on the condition has been activated prematurely. So* although 

their identical event times make the collection of assignments and 

activations appear to be simultaneous* there is actually good reason 

to activate them in a particular order. 

For purposes of both logical correctness and implementation effi¬ 

ciency* the simulator divides each ready list subcycle into an activa¬ 

tion phase* a bookkeeping phase for conditions* and a bookkeeping 

phase for semaphores. To illustrate these bookkeeping details* con¬ 

sider the collection of data structures whose declarations are shown 

in figure 3.12. In the activation jhase* each event on the ready list 

is activated and allowed to execute. During this phase* whenever a 

state variable is assigned a new value* any condition whose value 

might change as a result is flagged as active» which means that a 

reference to the condition is entered into the active conditions array 

(figure 3.13). Similarly* aay process which waits on a condition 

joins the condition's process queue and suspends* regardless of the 

current condition value* and the condition is flagged active as 

described above (figure 3.14). In neither case is the condition 

reevaluated at this point. After all events have been activated* the 

bookkeeping phase for conditions begins. Only now is each active con¬ 

dition reevaluated. For any condition whose new value is true* all 

suspended events in that condition's waiting list are moved to the 

ready list. Cbnditions whose values depend on semaphores are handled 



I STATEUHR a, b, c ; 

CONDITION eql { a — b }, 
eq2 { b -» c }, 
eq3 { c « a } ; 

PROCESS procl, proc2 ; 

Figure 3.12. 
The interrelatedness of conditions end state variables 
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Figura 3*13» 
State variable assignment and dependent condition. 
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Figure 3 .14. 
Conditional process suspension* 
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in a similar fashion. 

No», the bookkeeping phase for semaphores is performed. Book¬ 

keeping is more complex for semaphores than for conditions, so »e must 

first describe how semaphores are treated in the event activation 

phase of the cycle. First, any semaphore that appears in a wait or 

signal operation is flagged as active, in a similar fashion to the 

flagging of active conditions. In addition, for a signal operation, 

the value of the semaphore is incremented, and for a wait operation, 

the process that perfoxmed the wait is inmediately suspended and 

placed at the end of the semaphore's wait list, and the count of wait¬ 

ing processes is incremented. 

The bookkeeping phase requires the value and waiting process 

count of each active semaphore to be examined. For a given semaphore, 

if both of these values are greater than zero, then at least one pro¬ 

cess waiting on the semaphore is eligible far activation. The book¬ 

keeping phase proceeds by first moving a suspended process from the 

head of the semaphore's waiting list to the tail of the ready list, 

then decrementing both the semaphore's value and its waiting process 

count. This activity continues for each semaphore until one of these 

values becomes zero. At this point, either no events remain in the 

wait list, or the semaphore becomes locked, forcing all events in its 

wait list to remain suspended. Note that a process performing a wait 

and one performing a signal experience different side effects. A wait 

operation causes a process to suspend, while a signal does not. The 

suspension induced by the wait may have zero simulated time duration. 
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but It nay still alter the order of events in the ready list. 

Once all active semaphores are updated, the current snbcycle ends 

and the next one begins. 

3.2.5. Overriding Default Execution Order 

8fost simulation packages give the user the ability to explicitly 

control the order in which simultaneous events execute, whenever the 

default ordering is not to his purpose. For example, SIMULA provides 

a very general mechanism -- 

activate P after Q 

or 

activate P before Q 

— to control the order of simultaneous processes P and Q. In CSIM, a 

process can place itself back into the event list until the end of the 

current ready list cycle, then return to the readJr list with no simu¬ 

lated time elapsing. By executing 

DelayProcess(0.0) 

the current process is suspended and reinserted into the event list. 

The process will not necessarily go to the front of the event list, 

since it could have been preceded by other processes that have already 

executed their own *DelayPtocess(0.0)*. Nevertheless, the current 

process is guaranteed to suspend and allow all other processes on the 

ready list to activate before it resumes. The current process will 

not return to the ready list until it is moved there at the start of 

the next ready list cycle. 
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3.2.6. Lazy Condition Evaluation 

One advantage of the method for condition evaluation outlined 

above is that when state variables are assigned nev values* only those 

conditions whose values could possibly change are reevaluated. 

Clearly* this is more efficient than evaluating all conditions every 

cycle. Ve can still do better than even this arrangement* though* 

because currently* a condition is reevaluated even if no processes are 

waiting on it. For simulations which contain many state variable 

assignments and condition waits* we can increase the implementation* s 

efficiency by introducing a form of lasy evaluation for conditions. 

The change in strategy affects only two procedures: AssignStatevarO 

(or assignO for short) and SimWaleConditionProcsO (wakeO). The 

current implementation is described by the higb-level code segment 

below* with the modifications necessary for lazy evaluation added in 

boldface. 
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assign( statevar ) { 
• • • 

for (each dependent eond) { 
cond. out of date « true; 
cond. active » true; 
active [i++] “ cond; 

} 
} 

wait(cond) ( 
• • • 

joinqueue (cond. procqueue ) ; 
suspend(curproc); 

) 

wakeO ( 
for (each cond in activai ist) { 

if (cond.outofdate) ( 
cond. value * (cond. aval) (); 
cond. ont of date “ false; 

) 
cond.active ■ false; 
if (cond.value) aetivateprocsO; 

} 
clearactivaiist0 ; 

} 

The modification requires addition of an out of date field to the condi¬ 

tion data structure. It also requires an additional assignment per 

dependent condition in assignO, and an additional assignment and log¬ 

ical test per active condition in wafceO. For simulations with much 

condition and state variable interaction* the savings in reduced con¬ 

dition evaluation may offset the extra assignments and logical tests. 

The savings will be the most pronounced for condition evaluations 

which involve floating-point arithmetic rather than simple logical 

predicate evaluation. 



4. Complexity of the TL Event List Algorithm 

4.1. Background and Objectives 

Most published event list analyses ([COM], [DAV], [FRA2] , [FRA3], 

[MCC], [MIR], [VA01], [WIM], [REE]) focns on the task of inserting a 

new event notice into the list, the goal of the analysis being to 

characterize the task's complexity in terms of a set of standard 

parameters that describe the event list. In the simple case of a sin¬ 

gle insertion, given (1) the relative time of the event notice being 

inserted, and (2) the collection of times of all events currently in 

the list, this complexity can be expressed straightforwardly. The 

most general expression for event notice times, however, is in terms 

of standard probability distributions. It is customary, therefore, to 

characterize the complexity of the insertion by three algor ithm- 

independent expressions: (1) F, the distribution from which the time 

of the new event notice is drawn, (2) G, the distribution of relative 

event times of event notices already in the list, and (3) m, the 

number of event notices already in the list. The complexity we seek 

in this case is an expected value. In addition, we must include the 

algorithm-depemdemt parameters, which for the TL algorithm are (1) dz, 

the number of time-indexed, or primary, pointers into the list, (2) 

dt, the constant simulated time' interval between two consecutive pri¬ 

mary pointers, and (3) dl, the maximum number of event notices allowed 

between two consecutive secondary pointers. Ve must now define a 

suitable performance criterion for measuring this complexity, and then 

84 
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derive an expression for it in terns of oar six parametrizing expres¬ 

sions described above. 

All analyses in the literature choose as their performance cri¬ 

terion either the average amount of real execntion time per insertion, 

or the expected number of link traversals per insertion. Host choose 

the former, considering the latter too complicated. Vaucher's and 

Duval's original analysis [VAni] sets a precedent by using event list 

manipulation routines programmed in Pascal, and compiled and executed 

on the CDC Cyber 74. The simulations are then run on an unloaded sys¬ 

tem. and average execution times are reported. Franta and Maly's work 

[FRA2]. in turn, duplicates this environment so that their results can 

be directly compared to the earlier ones. The link traversal cri¬ 

terion (LTC) offers many advantages, however, over the execution time 

criterion (ETC), and some recent analysis has simplified the diffi¬ 

culty in deriving an analytic expression for it. C.M. Reeves chooses 

the LTC because 

in order to compare the complexities of different methods it 
is desirable to adopt measures which are tractable and which 
are specific more to the essence of the methods than to the 
accidents of programming style and of choice of language, com¬ 
piler or computer. [REE] 

Similarly, the LTC makes it easy to measure the contribution to the 

complexity that arises from maintenance of the data structure, since 

each link traversal in the source code implementation of the algorithm 

can be examined individually and tagged as an overhead or a useful 

traversal. Ve can then compare the complexity of the overhead with 



the complexity of the insertions themselves. The same level of 

discrimination conld he realized for the ETC only if the execution 

environment were to provide a user-readable real-time dock of a 

rather high resolution. The failure of some analysis to adequately 

address the complexity of maintenance overhead yields an incomplete 

picture of the event list's overall performance* since in many cases 

the amount of overhead overshadows the amount of useful work done by 

the algorithm. Once similar analysis is performed for other common 

event list algorithms* the LTC could be the most exact criterion for 

direct comparison of the performance of different algorithms. 

Reeves uses the LTC to derive an expression for the expected com¬ 

plexity of an insertion using Wyman's sdaptive list algorithm [WTM]. 

Our analysis is similar in the initial stages to Reeves's work, since 

both Wyman's algorithm and the TL list algorithm are extensions of the 

simple indexed list. The analyses diverge, however, at levels of 

greater detail. The contribution of the present analysis* therefore* 

is to characterize the complexity of the TL list insertion operation 

using the LTC. A detailed study of this complexity is pertinent 

because the algorithm's performance is sensitive to the values of its 

three operating parameters, discussed above. It is hoped that the 

results presented here will yield insight into how to best match the 

values of these parameters to the known probabilistic characteristics 

of the future event set of a given simulation. The analysis is vali¬ 

dated by comparison with simulation results. 
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4.2. Hie Bold Model 

To make both the measurement process and the analysis reasonably 

tractable* most studies assume an idealized simulation model called 

the hold model* based on the Simula hold operation. It was first sug¬ 

gested as a basis for event list analysis by %hrhaug [MIR]. Ihe 

model is defined to have a single event class. An instance of the 

class performs only one activity: when it comes to the head of the 

list and activates* it merely delays for a time drawn from distribu¬ 

tion F. It performs its activity indefinitely* so the simulation must 

be halted in the measurement phase* described below. 

We can break down the activity of the hold model into a number of 

phases. In the initialization phase* n event notices of the single 

event class are generated with times drawn independently from distri¬ 

bution F. In the wanr-mp phase* the simulation is run until the dis¬ 

tribution of relative event times of the n event notices reaches its 

steady— state value. Vaucher [VAD2] considers the simulation to have 

reached steady state when the renewal density* or the expected number 

of events to be scheduled per unit time* becomes stationary. Finally* 

in the measurement phase, the complexity criterion is monitored until 

the appropriate stopping condition is detected. Typically, the simu¬ 

lation is halted when the difference in successive values of the 

criterion's running average becomes sufficiently small, at which point 

its average value is recorded. 
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Several features of the hold model make it quite appealing as a 

framework in which to perform empirical measurement of the complexity 

criterion. The first is the imnediate applicability of many renewal- 

theoretic resnlts. Each event in the list behaves like an independent 

renewal process. The only effect one notice has on another is that 

the presence of one notice in the list contributes to the amount of 

searching required to insert another notice. F, the scheduling dis¬ 

tribution. then corresponds to the interrenewal time distribution, and 

6. the future event set distribution, corresponds to the forward 

recurrence time distribution. The well-known relation between F and G 

is given by 

where p is the expected value of F. For a succinct derivation and 

discussion of this result, see [REE]. Vaucher's analysis [VA02] is 

the first to exploit the renewal-theoretic nature of this problem 

correctly. In particular, previous hold model analysis does not even 

note the existence of distribution G, assuming it to be identical to 

F. As Vaucher indicates, this is true only when F happens to be the 

negative exponential distribution. 

The second attractive feature of the hold model is that n and G 

are invariant under a single hold operation, while a single insertion 

changes them both. This feature greatly simplifies the criterion 

measurement process. All that is required is a simulation which 

repeatedly executes hold operations until a stopping condition is 

(4.1) 
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detected, as indicated in the algorithm outlined above. 

Finally, the relationship between F and 6 that exists for the 

hold model makes the warm-up phase of the simulation unnecessary. 

Rather than drawing the initial event times from F, they may be drawn 

from 6, so that upon initialization, the collection of event list 

times already has the statistical properties of the steady-state event 

list. Note that all three features described above are merely reflec¬ 

tions of the steady-state behavior exhibited by all renewal processes. 

4.3. Description and Analysis of the Algorithm 

With help from the discussion and the set of definitions given 

above, we now can define our problem more formally. Ve shall describe 

our event list as a collection of n values XQ, X^, ... Xq_^ , 

independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with common distribu¬ 

tion G(x). The event list algorithm maintains these values in sorted 

order so that XQ £ x^ £ ... xa_2 < Th® IL algorithm divides the 

values up into a set of dx - 1 intervals of width dt, plus an overflow 

interval of unbounded width. If 

i dt < Xj < ( i+1) dt, 0 i i < dx—1 

we will say that x^ belongs to interval i. If 

(dx—1) dt < x. 
J » 

we will say that x. belongs to the overflow interval, interval dx—1. 
« 

Now suppose we draw a new value, this time from the scheduling 

distribution F, and insert it into its ordered position among the 
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original n vaines. In. keeping with our goals for this analysis men¬ 

tioned above, we would like to derive an egression for the expected 

number of link traversals required to make this insertion. Denote 

this expected value by T, . Taking advantage of the mutual indepen- ins 

dence of each interval in the list, we shall first develop an expres¬ 

sion for the conditional expectation given that the value being 

inserted belongs to interval i. Then, the desired unconditional 

expectation can be expressed as a weighted average across all inter¬ 

vals in the set. Let T(i) be the expected number of traversals in 

interval i. given the new value belongs to interval i. and let H(i) be 

the probability that the new value belongs to interval i. 

f F((i+1) dt) -F(i dt), 0 < i < dx-1. 
H(i) * L 1 - F((dx-1) dt). i-dx-1. *4,2) 

Then our expected value is just a weighted sum over the T(i)'s: 

ins 

dx-1 
> H(i) T(i). 

i=0 
(4.3) 

We may now focus on deriving an expression for T(i). treating 

interval i as being statistically independent from all the other 

intervals. Let v(i) be the floor of the expected number of values in 

interval i. given there are n values in the whole set. 

v(i) - L n H(i) j, 0 < i £ dx-1. (4.4) 

If the n values of the original set are i.i.d. with cdf G(x). then the 

v( i) values of interval i are also i. i.d. with a modified cdf. That 

is. if 
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Ptobt X £ x ! » G(x) 

then 

(4.5) 

Prob { I. £ x I «i lib J G(x) -wG(a) 
G(b) — G(a) 

* DG(x)*X,4,b* * 

For G(x) negative exponential» a * i dt, and b * ( i+1) dt. 

De^(X)(x,i dt'(i+1) dt) 

D*(x, i) 

, -X(x - i dt) 
1 " Ci 

1 - dt • 

, ~X.(x - i dt) 
A “ 6 » 

0 < i < dx-i 

1 - dx-i. 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

So» the v( i) vaines in interval i are i. i. d. with cdf D (x»i). 

Next» we need an expression for eQ(z)(**b)* the expected vaine of 

G(x) given x lies on the interval [a.b]: 

0G(x)(*'b> " E [ G(x) • * i x < b ] 

^ x g(x) dx 

G(b) - G(a)* 

For G(x) negative exponential* a ■ i dt, b ” (i+1) dt, 

(4.8) 
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e (i) » a ,, .<i dt.(i+l) dt) 
exp(X) 

i dt + 
dt 

X aUt - 1 j 
1. 

* “ ♦ i- 

0 £ i < dx-1 

1 - dx-1. 
(4.9) 

i dt + c. 0 i i < dx-1. 

i dt + J. i - dx-1. 

Substituting this expression back into the appropriate distribution 

gives us the value of the cdf at the expected value in interval i: 

p U) “ D*(e*( i)» i) mean 

* 1 _ -1 c 
D (i dt+c.i) -  ^tTdt' °i i < dx_1* (4.10) 

X ** e 

D*(i dt+l/X, i) - 1 - i - dx-1. 
e 

The value of the cdf at the median of the interval is by definition 

W.a(1) 2* 'Slilrl. (4.11) 

Te have characterized each interval by deriving an expression for 

the probability of the mean and median values on the interval. Nov ve 

claim that on the average* the new value to be inserted, given that it 

goes in a given interval, will go in that interval's median position. 

We shall consider the probability of all possible arrangements of 

values in the interval relative to the median value, and shall then 
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use these probabilities to form a weighted stun for the number of link 

traversals in the interval. Let 

L(p, t,k) - (£) pk [1 - p]t_k. (4.12) 

By a standard order statistic argument, the probability that there are 

exactly k values less than the median value in interval i is jnst 

L*( i.k) - L(p .. (i).v(i).k) 
1110 ttl&U 

- (T(
k
u) (i)k [1 - 

,v(ik Ji.v(i) 
' k * V 

0 < i < dx-1. 

(4.13) 

For each position in the interval, the number of links that must 

be traversed to reach that position can be inferred from an examina¬ 

tion of the algorithm. Let l(t»k) be the number of values that must 

be accessed in inserting a new value, given that the new value belongs 

to an interval of total population t, and given that there are exactly 

k values in the interval £ the new value being inserted. Let 

1*( i.k) - l(v(i),k). (4.14) 

Then T(i), the number of links to traverse to insert the median value 
* 

for interval i, is just the weighted average of 1 (t,k) over all k: 

v(i)-l * * 
T(i) - > L (i.k) 1 (i.k) (4.15) 

k-0 

Derivation of an expression for l(t,k) requires a detailed dis¬ 

cussion of seme of the TL algorithm's features. Assume that for each 

of the dx intervals, the value in that interval with the largest value 
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can bo accessed imnediately. We will call tbis vaine the prinary 

value of its interval. The H> algorithm maintains an array of 

pointers to all primary values. In an insertion* the correct pointer 

is chosen by an index calculation* so no search is required. Access 

to say other value must be made by a linear search up or down from the 

appropriate primary vaine. 

In the case of the simple indexed list algorithm. 

l(t*k) - t - k - 1. (4.Id) 

That is* once the primary vaine of the interval is accessed* a linear 

search is required from the rear of the interval to the position of 

insertion. The obvious problem with this arrangement is that, for 

intervals that comprise many vaines* the length of the search becomes 

excessive. In the worst case* all event notices in the list fall 

between two successive pointers. 

The TL algorithm adds an adaptive feature that limits the length 

of the search in intervals that contain many values. In the indexed 

list algorithm* the set of values is broken into intervals of equal 

time width. The values that mark the boundaries of these intervals 

are called primary values. The TL algorithm goes further and divides 

up each interval into subintervals as the number of values in the 

interval increases. Whenever an insertion into a subinterval causes 

the number of values in that subinterval to grow beyond a given limit* 

called dl* the subinterval is broken into two new subintervals. The 

values at the boundaries of the subintervals are called secondary 
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▼ aines. The primary and secondary values are themselves organized 

into a second linked list which can be linearly searched starting at 

the appropriate primary value. 

For simplicity* assume that the expected length of a subinterval 

is dl. There are then two contributions to l(t»k): a search of 

secondary values. followed by a search of 

(t - k - 1) mod dl values in the appropriate subinterval. So* the 

expression for l(t*k) in the TL algorithm case is 

L dl J 

Ht»k) - ~-\ + (t - k - 1) mod dl. (4.17) 

Actually, this expression must be corrected to reflect the fact 

that dl is an upper bound on the length of a sub interval. Whenever an 

insertion results in a subinterval of length dl, it is divided into 

two subintervals* each approximately of length dx/2. So on the aver¬ 

age, a given sublist will be of length 

ai .maiû.â41. (4.1.) 
avg 2 4 

Substituting this value for dl into (4.17), we get 

Ht, k) 
t - k - .11 

.. ’j + (t - k - 1) mod dl dl av g avg J 
(4.19) 

From (4.14) we have 

1 

(4.2) 

*( i,k) 
v( i) - k - ij 

dl 
avg J 

+ (v(i) - k - 1) mod dl 
avg 

* * 
The final expression for T.^ , with H, L , and 1 

, (4.13), and (4.20), respectively, is 

. (4.20) 

defined in 
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T^n<(F» n, dx, dt, dl) 

dx-1 v(i)-l * * 
- J H(i) J L (i.k) 1 (i.k). 

i“0 k*0 

Because of Vau.ch.er' s result» (4.1)» wo do not need to include 6 as a 

parameter to characterize T, » since 6 is completely specified by F. 

4.4. Effect of Maintenance Overhead 

For simplicity» the analysis so far has ignored the contribution 

that the various event list maintenance procedures make to the com¬ 

plexity. For small dx and large dt» maintenance overhead is indeed 

negligible» but for larger dx and smaller dt, the maintenance can 

overshadow the insertions themselves, so it must be taken into 

account. 

The greatest maintenance overhead is the periodic rotation of 

primary pointers. Whenever an event notice taken off the front of the 

list leaves the first interval empty, then the first primary pointer 

must be rotated around to the overflow list and reinserted, forming a 

new primary interval. Let m be the expected number of insertion- 

deletion-reinsertion cycles we can perform before we empty the first 

interval. This is just the erpected number of renewals in [t, t+dtl. 

rn 
h 

For G(x) negative ezponential, 

(4.22) 

rn In dt (4.23) 
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Let v be tbe expected number of event notices in tbe overflow xot 

interval at the instant of a rotation. 

v. * v(dx-2) + v(dx-l) (4.24) rot 

At this instant* the event list values have migrated forward in the 

list by exactly one interval* while the pointers that delimit the 

interval have remained stationary. We must therefore snm up the popu¬ 

lations of the last two intervals to get the tree population of the 

overflow interval at the instant of a rotation. Let z be the expected 

number of link traversals required to perform a single rotation. To 

derive an expression for r* we shall follow an argument similar to the 

one used above for the expected number of link traversals for an 

insertion into a given interval. Essentially* the primary pointer at 

the head of the list must be removed and reinserted into the overflow 

interval* at a simulated time interval of length dt from the head of 

the interval. Let Psot be the probability that a given value in the 

overflow interval is within dt time units of the head of the interval. 

This value can be obtained from (4.5) above* setting x *= (dx-1) dt* 

a * (dx-2) dt. and b * •: 

P * -D „ .((dx-1) dt. (dx-2) dt.») 'rot exp(X) 

G4(dxr2) dt) - G( ( dr-«l) dt) 
G(-) - G((dx-2) dt) 

- 1 e -X dt 

(4.25) 

Then* by analogy to (4.13) through (4.15) above* we have 
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L* ..Jk) rot “ L(profT*ot'k)# (4.26) 

• 
1 »«'*> 

■ l(v .,k), and 
rot (4.27) 

v -1 
rot 

r - s. k - 0 
L* .(k) 1* (k). 
rot rot 

(4.28) 

Let T be the number of link traversals per insertion due to the 
rot 

overhead of performing rotations. 

JL 
rn r. (4.29) rot rn n dt 

Now we substitute the value of r from (4.28) into (4.29). We take the 

expression for T . which results from this substitution, and the rot 

expression for T. from (4.21), and add them to gst our final com- 
ins 

plexity expression which takes into account the cost of rotation over¬ 

head: 

tot 
T. + T ^ 
ins rot 

dx-1 v(i)-l , * 
> H(i) > L (i.k) 1 (i,k) 
i-0 k«0 

y -1 
* • 

.. J L ^(k) 1 ^(k). 
n dt k = 0 rot rot 

(4.30) 

4.5. Improvements to the Analysis and Simulation 

Several algorithm features have been ignored in the interest of 

tractability, including (1) the effect of a large overflow interval, 

(2) the overhead of dividing intervals into subintervals, and (3) the 

cost of storage overhead associated with the many pointers and lists 
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of pointers maintained by the data structure. Also, the analysis 

aimas that the population of the first and overflow intervals are 

constant over the course of the simulation, when in fact, they each 

fluctuate between rotations, the first interval getting progressively 

smaller, and the overflow interval getting progressively larger. The 

imbalance is corrected each time a rotation is performed. 

A more serious problem with the approach taken here is the 

representativeness of the hold model for real simulations. Many 

features of the hold model violate common ideas of the behavior of 

real simulations. The most flagrant violations are (1) the generation 

of all event times from a single distribution, and (2) the invariance 

of the length of the event list. In [MCC], same generalizations of 

the hold model are suggested in order to improve its realism. 

4.6. Validation of the Analysis by Simulation 

In the following, we present a collection of graphs which demon¬ 

strate the agreement between the analysis and empirical link traversal 

counts. Empirical results were produced from a CSIM hold model simu¬ 

lation. Since the combination of algorithm and hold model yields a 

rich set of parameters, we present only a handful of the possible 

curves. These are chosen to be representative of general functional 

form rather than exhaustively characterizing. All simulation and 

analysis results assume 
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c. . -, . 4 —O.OOlx 
F(x) - G(x) * 1 - e , 

n - 1000. 

The three remaining parameters — dx, dt, and dl — are varied as 

indicated. 

4.7. Discussion of the Ke suits 

In figures 4.1.a through 4.1.c, ve see T. versus dl for three 
in $ 

different (dx, dt) value pairs (see equation 4.21). T. is that con- ins 

tribution to the total link traversal count due to the useful work of 

tiie algorithm. This figure measures the cost of pure searching 

activity, specifically excluding rotations and other overhead. As 

mentioned above, all results assume an event list length of 1000. The 

simulation was run for other values of n as veil, but the results are 

excluded. These runs exhibit curves with the same characteristic 

shape, but of correspondingly smaller values. The salient feature of 

all curves is the presence of a single local minimum, which arises 

from dl's role as a balance factor for the amount of linear searching 

done in the upper level (UL) list versus the amount done in the lover 

level (LL) list. For small values of dl, ma pointers are being 

introduced into the UL list, so the UL list search predominates. For 

larger values of dl, a larger sublist size is tolerated before new UL 

list pointers are introduced, so the LL list search predominates. 

Figure 4.1.b indicates that for at least some values of dx and dt, 

performance can degrade quickly as dl moves away from its optimal 

value. Clearly, the functional fom of the complexity as a function 
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Figure 4.1. 
Tins versus dl. 
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of di is 

°1 dl + c2 *** 

The reciprocal term in dl predominates for dl snail, and the linear 

term for larger dl. 

The complexity's functional form implies that the optimal vaine 

of dl for a given arrangement of dx and dt is 

dloptimal “ \|cl/c2* 

Franta and Maly [FRA2] arrive at a similar functional form in describ¬ 

ing the algorithm's worst-case behavior, for which they use 

Cj * n, and Cj “ 1. 

This implies an optimal vaine of \11000 ” 31.6 in our case, although 

examination of figure 4.1 indicates that dl * 10 is the best setting. 

Additional work will be necessary to produce expressions far c^ and c^ 

as functions of other event list parameters before we can make a 

definitive recommendation for the best value of dl. 

The next four figures shoe the cost of maintenance overhead. 

Figures 4.2.a through 4.2.c compare results for r, the expected number 

of traversals per rotation (see equation 4.28). This value measures 

the cost of a single rotation. Figure 4.3.a compares results for m, 

the expected number of insertions between rotations, and 4.3.b graphs 

1/rn (see equation 4.23). Figure 4.4 combines 4.2 and 4.3 to give 

r/rn versus dl. This value measures the overhead cost per insertion. 

By comparing 4.4 with 4.1, we can see that the per insertion cost of a 

rotation becomes significant only as dx grows very large. Figure 4.5 
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Figure 4.2. 

r versus dl. 
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Figure 4.3. 
rn and 1/rn versus dx. 
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combines the information presented in figures 4.1 and 4.4* comparing 

analysis and simulation for T ^ (see equation 4.30) . 

The last figure compares the complexity which includes the over¬ 

head that our model takes into account with the complexity which 

includes overhead that our model ignores. Figure 4.6 compares the 

analytic curve for T from figure 4.5 with a simulation curve which 

indicates the true cost of an insertion by including all measurable 

overhead. 

4.S. Cornelunions 

General agreement between analytic predictions and simulation 

results is good, ranging from less than 1% to around 10%. The 

analysis apparently captures the significant parameter-dependent vari¬ 

ation in the perfoxmance of the algorithm. Still* significant miscel¬ 

laneous overhead, such as the cost in terms of link traversals to 

insert a new element into an already located position in a doubly- 

linked list, has not been included, since the size of this overhead is 

fairly constant, and cannot be decreased by a clever choice of operat¬ 

ing parameters for the algorithm. The size of this overhead can be 

seen in figure 4.6. 

As a point of reference for the general size of the complexity, 

one may consider the expected number of link traversals required for 

an insertion into a simple linear linked list, for the same values of 

F, G, and n. Let q be the expected number of elements to scan from 
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Figure 4.5. 

Ttot * Tine + Trot versus dl. 
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the front of the list in order to insert a new element. Recall that 

the elements already comprising the list are distributed with cdf G, 

and that the new value to be inserted is drawn from a distribution 

with cdf F* Divide the range of values into infinitessimal intervals 

of width S. The number of values which fall between the head of the 

list .and ib is 

n G(iS). 

The probability that the new value to be inserted falls within a 

neighborhood of width 6 at value iS is 

F((i+1)6) -F(i&>. 

Summing up over all intervals» we obtain 

m 

q - n lim J G(ib) [ F((i+1)6) - F(iS) ] 
6->0 i=0 

m 

* n ^ G(u) f(u) du. 

For the present case» with 

F(x) » G(x) - 1 - e“Xx, and n « 1000» 

m 

q « n ^ (1 - e Xx) X e Xx dx 

This is dramatically larger than any value in figure 4.1. Here the 

maximum is less than 25. Even in figure 4.5» which includes all over¬ 

head cost» the maximum value is less than 40. 
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Figure 4.1 demonstrates bow great an effect that the value of the 

algorithm's operating parameters can have on its performance. The 

performance is particularly sensitive to the density of primary 

pointers (density • 1/dt). The present analysis has chosen the values 

of all parameters so that the product P ** dx dt remains constant. 

That is. any change in density is accompanied by an increase in the 

number of pointers* so that the length in simulated time of the inter¬ 

val which is spanned by the pointers remains constant. Obviously* at 

first glance* the high*? the density* the better the perfoxmance. 

Maintenance of more primary pointers per unit interval of simulated 

time means that the index calculation which chooses the primary 

pointer at the beginning of a search is able to begin the search 

closer to the actual insertion point. On the one hand* as mentioned 

above, no consideration of the cost of the extra storage for the 

increased number of pointers is included in the analysis. In effect, 

we are claiming this perfoxmance enhancement for free. On the other 

hand, the higher the density of pointers* the more often rotations 

must be performed, although the cost of an individual rotation 

decreases with increasing pointer density. Clearly, the algorithm is 

susceptible to two degenerate situations in which its perfoxmance is 

seriously degraded. First, dt may be so large relative to the mean of 

the future event set distribution that most event notices wind up in 

the first interval. • Second* dt or tz may be so small that most 

notices wind up in the overflow interval. In the examples presented 

here* the value of the dx dt product is related to the mean, p, of the 
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distribution of the event times. 

dx dt ■ 2 |i. (4.31) 

The robustness of the algorithm in the face of poor choices for dx and 

dt remains to be studied. 

Finally, figure 4.6 indicates that great care must be taken in 

programming any version of the algorithm if it is to be able to 

exploit its pointer structure and realize a significant performance 

gain. The portion of the algorithm's overhead which is insensitive to 

variation in the operating parameters can easily overshadow the gain 

in performance resulting from an optimal choice of parameters. 

The analysis presented here has attempted to give an exact, 

detailed description of how the H. algorithm's perfosnance depends on 

its characterizing parameters. One problem for all indexed—list algo¬ 

rithms is that they require an a priori estimate of the distribution 

of event times, in order for dx and dt to be assigned optimal values, 

thry adaptive schemes have been proposed, including a rebuilding of 

the entire structure, once the simulation has proceeded long enough 

for a bad choice of dx and dt to become apparent. A much less radical 

schose would be to adjust dl, as suggested in [FRA2] • A change in dl 

would require no restructuring of the list. While older sublists 

which were created while the old dl value was in force would remain in 

the list, they would gradually migrate out. Newly created sublists 

would reflect the new dl value, and would eventually fill the list. 

Although the absolute optimal perfoxmance might not be achievable with 
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a poor choice of dx and dt, the variation in performance as dl varies 

is significant, and conld he exploited to make the best ont of a had 

situation. The results presented here indicate that in general, a 

choice of dl which is larger than optimal degrades performance less 

than one which is smaller than optimal. This is becanse rotations 

have been shown to be relatively inexpensive if dx and dt have been 

chosen intelligently. Finally, since extra pointers cost nothing if 

storage is not a critical factor, more primary pointers are almost 

always better than fewer. 



5 Modelimg Methodology 

5.1. Active versus Passive Entities 

One common yet ill-defined distinction used in simulation metho¬ 

dology is the notion of aetive versus passive entities. The terns 

most commonly characterize queue behavior. Active queues usually 

model queues in the classical queuing-theoretic sense, while passive 

queues usually refer to objects introduced by extended queuing models 

to account for non-classical phenomena such as simultaneous resource 

possession. For example. KESQ [SAD] provides both active and passive 

queues as building blocks for model construction. An active queue 

models a combination of queue and server in the usual queuing- 

theoretic sense, while a passive queue models a queue and pool of 

countable resources. On entering an active queue node in KESQ. a job 

begins its queuing time interval, and it departs from the node upon 

termination of its service interval. In contrast, on entering an 

allocate node, which models entry into a passive queue, a job queues 

for acquisition of some amount of a countable resource from an avail¬ 

able pool, and it departs the allocate node upon receiving the 

requested amount of resource. When the job is finished with the 

resource, it returns it by visiting a deallocate node* which models a 

departure from the passive queue. 

The modeling power of active and passive queues complement one 

another since they model such radically different notions of service. 

For an active queue, the serrer is characterized by its service rate 

113 
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in units of work per unit simulation time* while a job is character¬ 

ized by its service demand expressed in some suitable units of work. 

The combination of service demand and service rate therefore deter¬ 

mines the duration in simulation time of the service interval. By 

abuse of notation, this duration is frequently identified with the 

actual service demanded, and we often speak of the service time 

required by • customer. Of course, for servers with constant service 

rates, the distinction is less important, since the demand and the 

time spent servicing it are proportional. 

In contrast, the passive queue is diaracterized not by a service 

rate, but rather by the integral number of resources in its associated 

pool. There is not even a notion of a service interval associated 

with an allocate or deallocate node in isolation. If, however, we 

think of the two nodes as a single queue with distributed functional¬ 

ity, the analogy to an active queue's service interval is the interval 

between departure from an allocate node and arrival at a deallocate 

node. 

From this example, we can see that the active-passive distinction 

refers to the character of the service from the receiving job's per¬ 

spective. At an active server, a job receiving service is effectively 

suspended, and the server is in control of the execution. In con¬ 

trast, during the service interval analog for a passive server, the 

job is still active and in control of execution. It controls the 

duration of the service interval, and it is free to visit other nodes 

during this interval. In particular, it is free to visit an active 
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queue* which is exactly how simultaneous resource possession is 

modeled in RESQ. A job can in fact simultaneously be receiving ser¬ 

vice from an arbitraiy number of passive queues and a maximum of one 

active queue. A customer requests an integral amount of the desired 

resource* and joins the queue and suspends if the required amount is 

unavailable. Since the queue is passive* the customer retains control 

of execution during the service interval* which lasts until he expli¬ 

citly returns the resource to the pool. 

We shall use the active-passive distinction in this same spirit 

for describing CSIM modeling methodology. Queues are implemented 

straightforwardly in CSIM with semaphores* one of the basic CSIM data¬ 

types discussed in chapter 2. For example* consider a system which in 

RESQ terminology would be called a single class* single server* active 

queue* with FCFS service discipline. The most natural CSIM solution 

to this modeling problem would be to model the system as a semaphore 

with FCFS queuing discipline and initial value of 1. 

SEMAPHORE s ; 
PROCESS customer ; 
• • • 

customer0 ( 
• • • 

wait( s ) ; 
delay( servicetime ) ; 
signal( s ) ; 
• • • 

} 

In this scenario* the server is passive and the customer is active. 

We will call this the PSAC (passive-server-active-customer) scenario. 
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Hie customer's queuing interval is measured from tire simulation time 

at which he executes his wait until the simulation time at which he 

executes his delay, while the service interval is measured from the 

execution of the delay until the execution of the signal. 

Alternatively, the same system could be modeled as a semaphore 

with FCFS queuing discipline and initial value 0, plus a procedure 

that defines the behavior of the server, plus a condition that checks 

for a nonempty queue. 

SEMAPHORE s; 
CONDITION c { s !- 0 }; 
PROCESS customer, server; 
• • ♦ 

custcmerO { 
• • • 

wait( s ); 
• e • 

} 

server() { 
while( true ) { 

wait( c ); 
delay( servicetime ); 
signaK s ); 

Î 
} 

In this scenario, the server is nctiwe and the customer is passive. 

Ve will call this the ASPC scenario. From the viewpoint of the pro¬ 

cess which models the customer, the queuing interval begins with the 

execution of the wait, and the service interval ends with the execu¬ 

tion of the next statement after the wait. The cu^oner process can¬ 

not determine the point at which its queueing interval ends and its 

service interval begins. This alternative scenario is more contrived. 
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yet it suggests a general technique that gives the user more flexibil¬ 

ity in defining arbitrary service discipline characteristics. 

These examples illustrate that in normal CSIM usage, semaphores 

which model queues are passive in the RESQ sense, with the number of 

servers acting like individual resources from a countable pool. In 

general, a. multi pie-server queue with m servers and FCFS service dis¬ 

cipline can be modeled in CSIM as a semaphore with FCFS queuing dis¬ 

cipline and initial value n. as long as the identity of an individual 

server is irrelevant to a particular job. When a customer waits on 

such a server and comes to the head of the queue, he is allocated a 

single 'server resource* from the pool of available servers. 

Although the alternate scenario offers the user increased flexi¬ 

bility for modeling nonstandard queuing disciplines, it generates a 

problematic situation for the statistics collection mechanism. As 

mentioned above, in the ASPC case, the customer does not model its own 

service interval. The customer cannot know the instant at which its 

queuing interval ends and its service interval begins, since the tran¬ 

sition between the intervals is effected by the server process. Con¬ 

sequently. specifying statistics collection for queuing and service 

intervals is less straightforward than in the PSAC case. Responsibil¬ 

ity for service interval statistics collection may be moved to the 

server process, but queuing interval statistics cannot be collected at 

all in the current CSIM implementation. If queuing interval statis¬ 

tics are required* the PSAC scenario must be used. One possible solu¬ 

tion to this problem would be to introduce a new data structure with 



which a job could interact unambiguously, for purposes of statistics 

collection. This solution will be discussed briefly in the next 

chapter. 

5.2. Monitoring of Performance Indices 

The statistic collection record, described in chapter 2, provides 

a means of efficiently extracting desired performance index values 

from a given simulation run. It is in effect a shorthand representa¬ 

tion for the operation path, a means for doing dynamic data reduction 

on the path as it is generated, saving and condensing only that part 

which the user has declared relevant. It can be thought of as a 

filter or monitor process which takes as input the mechanical specifi¬ 

cation of the model and which produces the performance index values as 

output, which are the true goal of performing the simulation in the 

first place. The activity of the monitoring process can be divided 

into three sections: initialixation, collection, and finalization. 

5.2.1. Initialixation 

The initialization of monitoring activity must be done carefully, 

especially for TimeWeight values, which make reference to a "previous" 

value. Each user-specified simulation normally performs standard ini¬ 

tialization such as assignment of initial values to state variables 

and conditions, before execution control passes to the GSIM driver. 

The driver then assigns initial values to conditions. Now, with all 

initial values of all objects in place, the driver assigns initial 
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▼aloes to all collection records that were set op during user initial¬ 

ization. In this way» TimeWeight values, whose monitoring requires 

reference to a "previous" value, will have the correct initial "previ¬ 

ous" value in place. If this initialization were not done, the first 

sample of a TimeWeight value would be invalid. 

5.2.2. Collection 

A single internal CSIM procedure performs all statistical sam¬ 

pling. This procedure is called from various routines as required. 

It is passed a pointer to a collection record and a new value. For 

state variables, value sampling occurs inside the assignment pro¬ 

cedure. That is, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 

number of samples and the number of state variable assignments. 

(Actually, collection finalization normally generates one additional 

sample for each collection record. This is described in the next sec¬ 

tion.) For semaphores and conditions, sampling takes place only at the 

end of each ready list subcycle. 

5.2.3., Finalization 

For some types of monitoring and collection, the state of the 

monitoring activity at the instant of simulation termination is 

irrelevant. If thousands of samples have been collected over the 

course of the simulation, the value of the monitored object at the 

instant of term^ination cannot affect the results. For other types of 

monitoring, the final state can crucially affect the results. In 
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particular* if the simulation monitors the utilization of a heavily 

congested server* the server could have been idle for a short interval 

initially, and then could have remained busy for the duration of the 

simulation. The utilization in this case could be monitored by the 

TimeWeight mean value of the semaphore that models the server. If no 

internal final sample were performed, only the short initial idle 

period would be reported. 

One design decision dictated by this problem is that multiple 

calls to the driver for a single simulation run should not be allowed. 

On a return, the driver would have no way of knowing if a subsequent 

return to the driver were going to occur. The driver therefore would 

have no choice but to perform statistics monitoring finalizations 

before returning. If another call to the driver were to occur, it 

would be awkward to return the statistical monitors to their state 

just before the previous return, since they would have to be rolled 

bach somehow to the point just before the spurious final samples. So, 

in short, as far as the logical state of the simulation is concerned, 

there is nothing wrong with a sequence of calls such as the following: 

mainO { 

e e e 

driver(tl); 
... examine intermediate results 

driver(t2); 
... exam ine ... 

J 

A call of the form "driver(t)w executes the simulation until simulated 
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time reaches a value of "t" units. Because of the effects described 

above* however* such a calling sequence will invalidate the state of 

the statistics monitoring mechanisms. 

5.2.4. Stopping Kales 

A difficult problem for most stochastic discrete-event simula¬ 

tions is how to decide when a simulation has run long enough for the 

performance indices to get sufficiently near to their real values. 

There are many foxmal statistical stopping rules for specific situa¬ 

tions discussed in the statistics literature* but these are beyond the 

current scope of the GSIH project* and none have been incorporated as 

yet into the package. The CSIM user is left to his own devices to 

offer an adequate solution to this problem on a case-by-case basis. 

Fortunately* a wide range of models exhibit transient initial 

behavior followed by steady-state long-tem behavior. Stopping rules 

are easily contrived for models that belong to such well-behaved 

classes, typically* it is sufficient to make repeated observations of 

the running mean of the performance index of interest over the course 

of a simulation run* and to end the simulation once the percent 

difference between successive observations of this running mean falls 

within a given tolerance. As this difference gets small* we can feel 

confident that the model has reached its steady—stato stage and that 

further simulation would have no effect on the ultimate perfoxmance 

index value. For example* consider a performance index monitored by 

an integer state variable whose current running mean is returned by a 
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call to SiaGetlbanO. A stopping rule process of the following form 

is normally written. 

PROCESS stopcheckü { 

float lastmean. newmean. pctdiff; 
float TOLERANCE » 0.01; 

lastmean “ newmean; 
newmean ” SimGetMeanO ; 
pctdiff ” mbs (newmean - oldmean) / newmean; 

if (pctdiff < TOLERANCE) SJmulationEnd; 
else SckedProcess(1000.0. stopcheck); 

) 

This is an example of a general nsefnl technique in which the user 

takes advantage of the features of the event list to perfozm periodic 

bookkeeping and observation or snapshot-taking over the course of the 

simulation. This makes the simulation self-monitoring. Such a stop¬ 

ping rule is much more efficient than the naive approach in which the 

amount of simulated time which is required for the model to reach its 

steady-state stage is estimated, and the simulation is run until this 

value is reached. If this guess is not accurate, either much simula¬ 

tion activity is wasted, or a mere transient value for the performance 

index is obtained. 

Other more sophisticated stopping rules could be implemented. In 

particular, the methods of regenerative state analysis would be a 

natural choice for discrete-event systems. 



6. Conclusion 

6.1. Realisation of the Design Goals 

The CSIM design and implementation has adopted several major 

design goals» including flexibility» modularity» efficiency, and usa¬ 

bility. We feel that these goals have been achieved with a reasonable 

degree of success. Same of the goals are obviously subjective and 

hard to quantify» but we can still offer plausibility arguments for 

their realization. Flexibility refers to the perspective of the 

implementer of new applications and was discussed in chapter 1.. Its 

realization is demonstrated by the successful application of CSIM to 

such diverse second-order projects as a digital logic simulator and an 

extended queuing network evaluation package* in addition to numerous 

first-order applications such as Ethernet simulators at various levels 

of detail» and a throughput study of a batch multi pro granted computer 

system. Modularity and efficiency refer to the collection of design 

decisions which have shaped the overall software design and implemen¬ 

tation. We have tried to enforce a clean division between logically 

related collections of procedures» with as little side-effect interac¬ 

tion between collections as possible. We hope that such an arrange¬ 

aient will provide a high degree of modularity. That is» if we decide 

to modify the implementation of a given logical activity» the modifi¬ 

cation will have, an effect only locally» within the activity's colie., 

tion of procedures. Efficiency is also addressed by our choice of 

algorithm for the event list» discussed in chapter 4. 

124 
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5.2. Specific Design Decisions 

We have claimed that one important contribution of the CSIM pro¬ 

ject is its collection of specific design decisions. We feel that 

little methodology on how to best implement simulation packages exists 

in the literature* other than the standard remarks on the event list 

and statistics collection. The principal GSIM design decisions are 

each discussed in turn below. 

5.2.1. Datatypes and Associated Procedures 

CSIM merely provides templates for special predefined datatypes 

of which the user declares instances as necessary. This is preferr- 

able to requiring CSIM to maintain large unwieldy pools of preallo¬ 

cated data structures which must be allocated and deallocated between 

the user's procedures and CSIM's procedures. Since every special data 

structure is provided with its own set of packaged procedures* the 

user may manipulate the declared instances while remaining insulated 

from implementation details. In this way* the user's code remains 

transparent to modifications in the implementation. 

The flexible CSIM arrangement is characteristic of language- 

oriented tools, in contrast to transact ion-oriented tools* which typi¬ 

cally sacrifice much flexibility to user-friendliness. The user of a 

transaction-based tool may declare instances of predefined node types, 

similarly to the way in which instances of predefined CSIM datatypes 

are declared* but routing specification for user-defined job classes 
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is highly restrictive in comparison with language-oriented tools. A 

transaction-based rooting specification requires strict accounting for 

all time that a given job spends in the system. This time must be 

completely spent in visits to instances of some snail number of node 

types. Language-based tools take the position that processes may 

spend an arbitrarily large part of their time in private computation, 

without such a strict accounting of where the job is relative to the 

system. Indeed. CSIM provides an unconditional suspend primitive and 

an activate primitive for general process control. A process that 

unconditionally suspends itself takes itself completely out of the 

system, and can only be reactivated by another active process that 

knows its process id. Clearly, the price of flexibility is the 

appearance of relatively-low level primitives whose use requires more 

awareness of implementation detail than in the higher-level 

transact ion-oriented case. Nevertheless, we feel that our implementa¬ 

tion of primitives such as suspend and activate strike a balance 

between flexibility and user-friendliness, offering a reasonable 

amount of both. 

6.2.2. Execution Control 

This is the central machine-dependent aspect of the CSIM imple¬ 

mentation. Execution control in CSIM uses a virtual invocation 

mechanism to provide for context switching between live processes, a 

mechanism which behaves much like a coroutine transfer in a coroutine 

environment. This is implemented efficiently by maintaining a private 
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stack space for each live process and switching between stacks by sim¬ 

ple manipnlation of a few machine registers in assembly language. In 

this way, processes exist and are controlled at the programming 

language level. The alternative would be to implement the whole simu¬ 

lation environment as a collection of operating-system-level 

processes. Such an implementation would be prohibitively slow, and 

would limit the size of a single simulation in terns of the maximum 

allowable number of simultaneously live processes to uselessly trivial 

simulations. 

There is also an alternate method for implementing the context 

switch mechanism. In CSIM, each process runs with its own private 

stack. These stacks are of a small fixed size, and transfer of con¬ 

trol is effected by saving and loading a few machine registers, so 

that stack contents are never physically moved. The stacks are con¬ 

tiguous blocks in memory, so unfortunately they may overflow into one 

another. For a number of technical reasons, strict runtime checking 

for stack overflow is not an option. The alternative is to maintain a 

single stack area for all processes. A check for overflow after each 

stack access is not feasible in this scheme either, but it obviates 

the problem by providing an ''unlimited'' stack space. At the instant 

of a context switch, the amount of stack space actually being used can 

be inferred, and the entire contents can then be copied to a secure 

location associated with the process descriptor. The saved stack con¬ 

tents associated with the process to execute next are then copied into 

the stack area 
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Hie alternative method provides relatively high reliability* 

since there is essentially no chance for mysterious program failure 

due to stack corruption* as there is in CSIM. We feel that the CSIM 

method is justifiable* however* because it requires no copying of 

information and must therefore be faster than the more reliable 

method. Besides* inmost cases we can encourage the user to construct 

a simulation specification in a style which helps to avoid the prob¬ 

lems of excessive stack usage* without unreasonably restricting the 

perceived flexibility of the tool. Our experience has shown that the 

theoretically less reliable method does in practice work reliably most 

of the time. When it does fail* the nature of the problem is easily 

inferrable* and the model can be repaired by e parameter adjustment 

and a recompilation of the model specification. 

(.2.3. Condition Evaluation 

Conditions are quite general mechanisms for process control, and 

future CSIM investigations should exploit their modeling power 

further. There are two principal problems with providing such a gen¬ 

eral mechanism. The first is establishing the data structure connec¬ 

tions between the condition and its constituent variables at compile 

time. The second is arranging for their efficient evaluation at run¬ 

time. Both the creation of the dependency data structures and effi¬ 

cient condition evaluation are made possible by the preprocessor, dis¬ 

cussed below. The preprocessor establishes all dependency relations 

between conditions, state variables, and semaphores through a simple 
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parse of the collection of the user's declarations. The data struc¬ 

ture representation of this dependency information makes it possible 

at runtime for the simulator to identify objects whose values are out 

of date. In contrast to some possible naive implementations, a condi¬ 

tion is reevaluated only if there is a chance that its value has 

changed as a result of a change in value of one of its constituent 

variables. There is potential for even more efficient condition han¬ 

dling through a form of lazy condition evaluation. Currently, condi¬ 

tions are reevaluated even if no processes are waiting on them. Lazy 

evaluation would prevent such useless evaluations. 

6.2.4. The Event List and Ready List 

These lists and their associated procedures provide CSIH's time 

flow mechanism. Franta* s TL algorithm is used for efficient handling 

of the event list. Some pathological cases relating to the simulation 

of unstable collections of simultaneous events are handled by the 

division of the future event set into an event list proper and a ready 

list. Many of the procedures which implement the passage of simulated 

time interact directly with the ready list rather than with the event 

list. This is the case for such activity as process forks» and the 

bookkeeping for conditions and semaphores. Simulated time is divided 

into ready list cycles and subcycles in order to clearly define when 

this bookkeeping activity should take place. 

The length of the ready list is also a crude measure of the 

degree of parallelism of the specific simulation. A separate ready 
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list would be a necessity if the package were to be implemented for a 

true multiprocessing environment. 

6.2.5. Statistics Collection 

The level of statistics collection provided attempts to strike a 

balance between between building in too much automatic collection with 

its execution overheads and requiring too much low-level specification 

information from the user if collection is not automatic. Vith 

respect to the amount of flexibility perceived by the user, it is 

preferrable to provide a few of the most common random variate genera¬ 

tors and let him use them as he sees fit. rather than providing com¬ 

plex job sources which spawn jobs directly into the system according 

to some specified interarrival time distribution. The same decision 

is taken with respect to sophisticated statistical output analysis. 

6.2.6. Preprocessing 

As mentioned above, the preprocessor currently arranges for effi¬ 

cient condition evaluation. The preprocessor could easily be enhanced 

to take care of many other tasks such as complete initialization of 

all user-declared instances of predefined datatypes. 

Currently, only the definitions file is preprocessed. If all 

source code were included, static dependency checks between all user 

processes and variables could be detected. The potential of this 

enhancement for extraction of any parallelism inherent in the model is 
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currently being investigated. 

€.3. Evaluation of the Design Deeiaions 

Evaluation of the decisions requires us to consider tbe results 

of tbe project from both tbe perspective of tbe implementor and from 

tbe perspective of tbe user. For tbe implementer, ve bave given 

attention to design esthetics in tbe modularity of tbe implementation, 

and attention to execution perfoxmance in tbe efficiency of tbe imple¬ 

mentation. Tbe results of this attention bave not yet been fully 

investigated, but a number of current projects plan to modify pieces 

of tbe implementation and compare tbe resulting performance vitb that 

of tbe original system. In particular, ve plan to modify tbe time 

flow mechanism to investigate tbe performance of an activity-scanning 

simulator. Ve also plan to implement other event list algorithms and 

compare their performance vitb that of tbe original TL scheme. 

For tbe user, we have provided a tool vitb high-level modeling 

features, yet with tbe power of tbe complete C language essentially 

still at bis disposal. Our favorable experience with tbe tool in a 

wide range of applications, from detailed digital logic simulators to 

under gradua te class projects, supports our claim that tbe tool is both 

flexible and user-friendly. 
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€.4. Remaining Fro biens 

CSIM still displays a number of practical and esthetic congenital 

defects» most of which are due to the fact that the package was 

designed with certain applications in mind» and was then pressed into 

service for other applications which required new features to be 

grafted onto the original system. This is the case with the statistic 

collection capabilities» for example. After these were added, it 

became clear that implementation details made the automatic collection 

of certain statistics awkward or impossible. For instance, as dis¬ 

cussed in chapter 5, since CSIM makes no implementation distinction 

between active and passive queues, it is impossible for the automatic 

statistical aionitoring procedures to detect the end of the queuing 

interval and the beginning of the service interval for a process 

operating on a semaphore which is acting as an active queue. The best 

solution to this problem would be to introduce a new CSIM data struc¬ 

ture called a system, for which the relation between implementation 

and statistical monitoring would be flexible and unambiguous. The 

system entity would possess generic queuing and service capabilities. 

The operations available to a process would make explicit and precise 

the state of the process relative to the server at all times. Opera¬ 

tions such as EnterSystem, EntexQueue, EnterService, and their 

corresponding Leave operations would provide this precision. 

The statistical support provided by the package is probably its 

weakest feature. Most standard simulation packages offer (1) exten¬ 

sive support for generation of random variates, (2) multiple options 
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for specifying collection and monitoring* and (3) procedures for sta¬ 

tistical analysis of the output. CSIM offers reasonable support for 

(2). but support for (1) and (3) is weak. This weakness stems from 

the feeling that extensive statistical programming would have taken 

the project rather far afield from its original goals. 

There are also a number of problems with using semaphores* as 

currently implemented* for queue-server modeling. First* there is a 

serious shortage of built-in available queuing disciplines. The sys¬ 

tem datatype proposed above would probably solve this problem* since 

very general disciplines could be defined as higher-level constructs 

from the low level primitives associated with the system datatype. 

Also* although multiple resource acquisition can be modeled* it should 

be addressed more explicitly. Currently* the user must build the 

feature himself out of the relatively low-level CSIM features. 

Perhaps the best solution to this problem is to leave these features 

to be implemented in higher-level packages such as GIST, which builds 

them out of the low-level CSIM primitives. 

6.5 . Future Kesearch 

Ve have mentioned that the CSIM package can serve as a convenient 

starting point for further investigation into the efficient implemen¬ 

tation of new simulator tools. It is a tested, working system, and if 

the package is modular as advertised* new implementation ideas can be 

integrated into the existing system and evaluated quickly. 
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Another premising direction for the CSIM project to take is an 

investigation of the project's applicability to distributed and paral¬ 

lel. simulation» andT in investigation of possible hardware implementa¬ 

tions of parts of the package currently performed in software. CSIM 

currently characterizes a simulation as a relatively sequential 

activity» with little ability to recognize or extract parallelism 

inherent in a model. Other characterizations are possible which can 

better capture this potential parallelism. If CSIM can be modified to 

reflect such characterizations» it may prove to be a useful tool for 

study of an area in which current research has established few funda¬ 

mental or practical results. 



7 Appendix: C Subroutine Linkage 

7.1. Machine Instruction Inscription 

This section presents a detailed outline of how C compilers on 
various machines implement subroutine linkage* The simulator's abil¬ 
ity to suspend and activate its processes requires careful exploita¬ 
tion of these details. The outline presents the important activities 
in chronological sequence, and indicates whether the activity occurs 
within the calling procedure, within' the called procedure, or within a 
special, typically microprogrammed, instruction. 

7.1.1. The VAX-11 C Compiler 

Calling procedure before call 

evaluates all actual parameters and pushes their values; when 
passed as parameters on the stack, float values are first converted to 
double values; so, both float and double parameters require two long- 
words of stack space; each is counted as two arguments 

CM1A (Call Subroutine, Stack version) 
-- pushes argument count 
— builds call frame 

-- one longword of status information 
— saved AP 
— saved FP 
— saved PC (the instruction following the CALLS) 
— any other general registers that the called procedure uses; 

the procedure's register save mask is examined to decide 
which ones these are, and special push and pop register 
instructions are provided to streamline the process 

— loads the AP with the address of the stack location containing 
the argument count 

— loads the PC with the entry point of the called procedure; 
this is one longword beyond the address identified by the name 
of the procedure, since the register save mask occupies the 
first longword 

Called procedure 

decrements SP to leave space for its local variables; references 
to local variables compile into negative offsets from the FP, and 
references to formal parameters compile into positive offsets from the 
AP; a snapshot of the stack at this instant is given in figure 7.1. 

executes code; if a result is computed, it is loaded into xO and 
rl ixmediately before returning 

RET 
— accesses call frame via FP and restores all registers 
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(except rO, rl, PC, and SP) 
— restores SP by loading it with the address of the last 

argument in the argument list 
— restores PC 

Calling procedure after return 

accesses results in rO and rl 

7.1.2. The 68000 C compiler 

Calling procedure 

evaluates all actual parameters and pushes their values 

JSR (Jump to Subroutine) 
—> pushes pc; note that the argument count is not stored anywhere 
— loads pc with subroutine entry point address 

Called procedure 

LINE a6,#0 
— pushes *6 (the effective frame pointer) and leaves a6 and 

sp pointing to the stack location containing this saved value 

decrements sp past space for local variables 

pushes registers that are used by the called procedure; a 
snapshot of the stack at this instant is given in figure 7.2 

executes code; references to local variables compile into nega¬ 
tive offsets from a6, and references to formal parameters compile into 
positive offsets from a6 

if results are computed, they are loaded into dO and dl before 
returning 

restores saved registers 

UIU a6 
— restores a6, and leaves sp pointing to the stack location 

containing the saved pc 

KXS (Return from Subroutine) 
— pops saved pc 

loads pc with the saved value 

Calling procedure 

increments sp past argument list 

accesses results in dO and dl 

7.2. Code Generation 

Consider the following simple-minded C subprocedures. Subpro¬ 
cedure a computes an integer value, and subprocedure b calls a. 
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The C stack environment on the VAX-11. 
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Figure 7.2. 
The C stack environment on the MC68000 
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int a(fpl,fp2,fp3) 
int fpl,fp2,fp3; { 

int Ivl»lv2,lv3,lv4; 
lvl - fpl+fp2; 
return(lvl); 

} 

b() { 
int lvl,lv2; 
lvl - 0; 
lv2 - a(0,l,2); 
lvl “ 1; 

} 

7.2.1. The VAX-11 C Compiler 

The VAX-11 C compiler produces an assembly-language listing as 
follows: 

=a: 
.word 112 
jbr 114 

115: 
addl3 8(ap),4(ap),x0 • 

P Compute. 
movl r0,-4(fp) 
movl -4(fp),r0 P Leave results in rO. 
ret • 

P Return. 
114: 

iltf * sp subl2 • 
P Decrement stack past 
• 
p local variable space# 

jbr 115 

_ib : 
.word 117 
jbr 119 

L20: 
drl -4(fp) 
pushl to P Evaluate and 
pushl ii • 

P push actual 
pushl io • 

# parameters. 
calls i3.^a P CALLS. 
movl r0.-8(fp) • 

P Ac ce ss 
movl il.-4(fp) • 

p results. 
ret 

119: 
subl2 is, sp 
jbr L20 
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7.2.2. The 68000 C compiler 

The 68000 C compiler produces an assembly-language listing as 
follows : 

1 ink *6,00 ; Save frame pointer. 
addl #-LF12,sp ; Decrement sp past space for 

; local variables. 
mov eml #LSL2, sp i Save general registers for 

i purposes of transparency. 
movl a6( 8).d0 i Compute. 
addl a6(12).d0 • 

* 

movl dO,a6(-4) • 
# 

movl a6(-4)»d0 ; Leave results in dO. 
jra LE12 
jra 

• 

LEI 2 
• 

mov eml a6(-LF12) ,#LS12 ; Restore saved registers. 
unlh a6 ; Restore frame pointer. 
rts ; RTS 
LF12 - 16 
LSI 2 = 0x0 
LP12 - 8 

ni Z 

link *6,00 
addl #-LF15,sp 
mov eml 0LSL5, sp 
clrl a6(-4) 
pea 2 ; Evaluate and 
pea 1 i push actual 
pea 0 ; parameters. 
jbsr -i» ; JSR or JBSR. 
lea sp(12),sp ; Increment sp past argument 

; list. 
movl dO,a6(-8) ; Access results. 
movl #l»a6(-4) 
jra 

• 

LEI 5 
• 

moveml a6(-LF15).ÆS15 
unlk 
rts 

a6 

LF15 » 8 
LSI5 - 0x0 
LP15 = 20 



8 Appendix: Hie Preprocessor 

The CSIM preprocessor is a simple parser built with the 1er and 
yacc UNIX utilities. Currently* the only part of a CSIM model specif¬ 
ication to require preprocessing is the set of declarations of special 
CSIM data structures. The main service provided by the preprocessor 
is to parse the collection of declarations* and to set up lists of 
declared objects for each datatype. For conditions* the parser must 
in addition determine how they depend on their constituent state vari¬ 
ables and semaphores* and set up data structures which describe this 
dependency. Simulation control needs this dependency information at 
runtime in order to reevaluate conditions at the appropriate time. 

Consider the following set of CSIM declarations. 

ISTATE7AR a [10] [10], b [10] ; 

CONDITION c[10] [10] (a [il] [42] l«b[$2] }; 
CONDITION dtlOHlO] { a [il] [ 3] =»b[i2] }; 
CONDITION e [ a[ 7] [ 0] — b[ 9] ]; 

The preprocessor parses these definitions and produces a structure as 
shown in figure 7.3. This structure is then scanned* and the follow¬ 
ing C initialization and declaration code is generated. 

/• CONDITION e •/ 

SimFOOOOO [re turn (a [0] [0], v.i !=*b[0].v. i ); }; 
SimFOOOlO (return(a [0] [1] .v. i !- b [1] . v. i ) ; } : 

SimF0099( ) [r eturn(a [9] [9] . v. i !-b[9].v.i); }; 

CONDITION o [] [ 10] - ( 
(SimFOOOO] *(SimFOOOl] * ... (SimF0098] *[SimF0099] 

}; 

/• CONDITION d */ 

SimF0100()(return(a[0][ 
SimFOlOlO (ret urn (a [0] [ 

SimF0199() [return(a [9] [ 

3] .v.i **b [01. v.i); }; 
3].v.i »“b(l].v.i ): }; 

3]. v.i **b[9].v. i ); }; 

CONDITION d(][ 10] - { 
(SimFOlOO) *[SimFOlOl] » ... {SimF0198} .[SimF0199J 

); 
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/* CONDITION • */ 

SimF0200(){ retnrn(a[ 7] [ 0] i ~bl 9].v.i);}; 

CONDITION « * {SimF0200}; 

/* ISTA3EVAR a */ 

CONDITION * SimCOOOO[] - { c[0][0], NOLL }; 
CONDITION * SiaCOOOin « { c [0] [1] , NOLL }; 
CONDITION • SimC0002[] - { c[0][2], NOLL }; 

CONDITION * SimC0003[] » { 
d[0][0], d[0][l], ... d[0] [8], d[0] [9] » 
c[0] [3]. 
NOLL 

}; 

CONDITION * SimCOOlOt] * { c[l] [0], MILL }; CONDITION * SimCOOllU - 
{ c[l][l], NOLL }; CONDITION * SimC0012[] - { e[l][2], NOLL }; 

CONDITION * SimC0013[] - { 
d[l][0], dtlltl], ... d[l] [8] » d[ll [9], 
c[l] [3], 
NOLL 

}; 

CONDITION * SimC0014[] - { c[l][4], NJLL }; 

CONDITION • SimC0098[] - { c[9][8], NOLL }; 
CONDITION * SimC0099[] - { c[9][9], NOLL }; 

STATEVAR a[][ 10] « { 
{SimCOOOO} ,{SimCOOOl) , ... {SiaC0098}, {SimCOO99} 

}; 

/* ISTA3EVAR b */ 

CONDITION * SimCOlOOH - { 
d[0][0], dtlHO], ... d[8] [0]. d[9][0], 
c[0][0], e(l] [0] . ... c[8] [0], c[9][0], 
NOLL 

}; 
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CONDITION * SimCOlOin « { 
d[0][l], d[l][ll, ... d[8] [1] , d[9] [1] , 
c[0] [1], c[l][l], ... c[8] [1]. c[9][l], 
NOLL 

CONDITION * SimC0109[] » { 
0* 

d[0] [9] , d[l] [9] » ... 
c [ 8] [ 9]. e[9][9] * 
NOLL 

}; 

STATEVAR b [] - { 
{SimCOlOO} .{SimCOlOl}. ... {SimC0108} .CSimC0109J 

}; 

Generation of condition declarations is relatively straightfor¬ 
ward. For each single condition or element in an array of conditions, 
tiie preprocessor first generates the fonction that evaluates it. Once 
these fonctions have been generated and their addresses are known, the 
declaration of the condition itself may be generated. The condition 
data structure obviously features a number of fields, but the only one 
which requires initialization at this point is the evaluating function 
pointer field. 

State variable and semaphore declaration requires more effort. 
For each semaphore or state variable, either single objects or array 
elements, a list of pointers to all conditions which depend on that 
object must be generated. Once these lists have been declared and 
their addresses are known, the declarations for the semaphores and 
state variables themselves may be generated. Analogously to condi¬ 
tions* the only field which requires initialization at this point is 
the field containing a pointer to this list of pointers. 

Another significant function of the preprocessor is to set up 
tables which facilitate simulation model verification. These tables 
support such functions as translating data structure addresses into 
their corresponding user-declared names. This function is essential 
for generating readable verification traces. 

The preprocessor could be expanded to do more of the initializa¬ 
tion work which is now the' responsibil ity of the user. It could also 
be expanded to parse the rest of the simulation model specification, 
in order to generate such information as static dependency checks 
between processes. Since it is based on lex and yacc. such enhance¬ 
ments should be easy. 
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Figure 7.3. 

Data structure generated by preprocessor 
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